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***The 2nd standalone novel in The Pucked Series***Miller “Buck” Butterson has been banging
his way through life ever since a puck to the face fixed his messed up front teeth. After five years
in the NHL, deflecting goals on the ice and scoring them with puck bunnies, Miller has decided
he’s ready for a girlfriend. A real, non-bunny girlfriend to take on dates, and not jump into bed
with after five seconds of conversation.Miller thinks he’s found that woman in his teammate’s
sister. Except, unlike team captain and all-around nice guy Alex Waters—who happens to date
his stepsister, Miller’s media reputation as a manwhore is well earned. Beyond that minor detail,
Miller doesn’t know the first thing about relationships or the time and effort they require.Miller
learns—eventually—that if he wants to make Sunshine “Sunny” Waters fall for him, he's going to
have to do a whole lot more than show her his stick skills in the bedroom.

"This initial entry into the Rocky Mountain Search and Rescue series is off to a promising start.
The teams of first responders include law enforcement, fire department and an ice rescue dive
team. The women in their lives are no shrinking violets either, if the heroine featured here is any
indication." ― RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars"Romantic suspense fans will enjoy the unusual setting,
and Ruggle’s ice-rescue certification adds an element of authenticity to the rescue descriptions.
" ― Publishers Weekly"I can’t wait to tag along on the next rescue mission." ― Paranormal
Haven "Fast, funny read and a promising start to a new series." ― Smart Bitches Trashy
BooksAbout the AuthorA graduate of the Police Academy, Katie is a self-proclaimed forensics
nerd. A fan of anything that makes her feel like a bad-ass, she has trained in Krav Maga, boxing,
and gymnastics, has lived in an off-grid, solar- and wind-powered house in the Rocky
Mountains, rides horses, trains her three dogs, and travels to warm places to scuba dive. She
has received 4 Ebook Library Best Books of the Month and an Ebook Library Best Book of the
Year. Run to Ground, the first book in her Rocky Mountain K9 Unit series, is a 2017 RT Book
Reviews Reviewers’ Choice Award nominee. Connect with Katie at http://katieruggle.com/,
https://www.facebook.com/katierugglebooks, or on Twitter and Instagram @KatieRuggleExcerpt.
© Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter 1Jumping into a hole cut in the frozen
reservoir was a stupid idea. In fact, of all the questionable decisions she'd made since
abandoning civilization for her tiny mountain cabin seven months ago, this was probably the
worst.At least, Lou mused wryly, it was a beautiful place in which to do a dumb thing. The sun lit
the snowcapped mountains circling like sleepy sentinels around them, and the wind chased
powdery snow across the frozen reservoir. Despite the cold, it still smelled strongly of
fish."Ready for some ice-rescue training?" Derek bumped his neoprene-covered arm against
hers. He seemed much too cheerful for a guy about to dive into glacial water."No.""Aww, Lou."
When he tried to pat her head with one of his bright blue gloves, she ducked out of reach.



"Nervous?""Of course not. Why would I be nervous about jumping into a hole in the ice and
swimming around in thirty-two-and-a-half-degree water? Why did I join the Field County Rescue
Dive Team and not the Jamaican Whatever again?""Because I would not be on the Jamaican
Dive Team," Derek answered. "And I make it worth the cold.""Yeah, not really.""Hey!" He
smacked her arm, she laughed and whacked him back, and then it evolved into a full-fledged
slap fight. The blue-nitrile shade of their gloves made them look like life-size cartoons, and Lou
couldn't hold back another laugh."Sparks!"Callum's bellow froze her in place. She shot Derek a
wry glance before turning to face their team leader. She took careful, deliberate steps in the
clumsy dry-suit boots, as humiliation was better served in small doses. Being caught goofing off
was bad enough. She didn't need to fall on her ass, as well."Yes?" She eyed his scowling face. It
was too bad about his surliness, since Callum was a joy to look upon otherwise, in a gladiator-
meets-drill-sergeant kind of way. His blond hair was military short, and his eyes were a startling
and beautiful blue against tanned skin. His jaw was square, and his body... Taking a deep breath,
she carefully did not check out the neoprene-wrapped perfection below his
neck.Because...damn."What are you doing?"Somehow, answering "Fooling around with Derek"
did not seem like the best idea. "Uh...nothing."He stared at her, heavy frown still in place. "It
didn't― Never mind. You're like a terrier with ADD. Why can't you stand still for five
minutes?""Because..." She shot a glance at Derek. The traitor had taken several steps back and
was pretending to examine a seam on his dry-suit sleeve. "He... I just...Um, the gloves..."Callum
let the silence hang for several seconds. When he eventually turned away from Lou, she let out
the breath she'd been holding and shuffled over to rejoin Derek. Once there, she punched him
lightly―well, sort of lightly―in the kidney."Ouch." He gave her an injured look. "What was that
for?""Why am I always the one who gets in trouble?""Because you're the one who starts it.""Do
not," she protested, realizing she'd gotten a little loud only when Callum's eyes focused on her
again. Dropping her gaze, she studied the half-frozen puddle in front of her boots. It seemed as if
every single time she did something embarrassing, Callum was there, watching her with the
look―a mix of exasperation and irritated bafflement. The sad part was that, even after three
months of getting the look, Lou still wasn't able to smother the obnoxious butterflies that fluttered
in her belly whenever she was the center of his attention."You done?" he asked. At her nod, he
jerked his chin toward the icy reservoir.Lou fell in line with the six other divers, taking slow,
exaggerated steps to avoid tripping over her own neoprene-wrapped feet or slipping on the ice.
As they reached the large opening that had been carved out earlier in the day for the training
exercise, Lou peered at the water, frowning."What's wrong?" Derek asked, stepping up beside
her and following her gaze as if looking for the answer to his own question.She shrugged. "All
that ice around the edge makes the water look really cold."Bumping her with his elbow, he
snorted. "It is cold, genius. It's literally freezing, which explains all the hard stuff we're standing
on."Lou elbowed him back. "Dork," she grumbled.He smirked at her."The ice is just under ten
inches here," Callum announced in his schoolteacher tone―the one that always made Lou want
to act up like a contrary third-grader. "Is that thick enough for a group of people to walk



on?""Wouldn't it have been better to confirm that before we left shore?" Lou muttered, making
Derek snicker. Callum sent a sharp look her way."It's thick enough," Chad answered, taking a
step toward Callum. "It'd even be okay to drive on it.""Drive what?""A car or light truck," Chad
said quickly. "For anything more, twelve inches would be better.""That's what she said," Derek
whispered loud enough to make everyone except Callum laugh. Even Chad grinned before
dropping his chin to hide it.Callum let his gaze fall on each person in turn. The chuckles died,
replaced by awkward coughs."So this ice is safe?" he finally asked when silence had fallen over
the team members."Yes." Chad was the first to speak up again, and Lou winced. He'd obviously
already forgotten the four hours they'd spent watching training videos that morning.Wilt gave a
slow, sad shake of his head. "No ice is safe," he said in the Arkansas drawl he held on to even
after forty years in Colorado. Lou liked Wilt. He was a soft-spoken man who kept quiet unless he
had something important to say. When he spoke, everyone shut up and listened. Wilt was in his
sixties, with a thick mustache that drooped over his mouth, giving him a perpetually mournful
expression."Good, Wilt," Callum said. "Glad someone was paying attention this morning. We
have to be especially careful of weak spots after the warm spell last week. Even though it's been
cold the past couple of days, the ice probably hasn't recovered yet."Chad's shoulders sagged.
Knowing all too well how it felt to be under the heavy weight of Callum's displeasure, Lou shot
him a sympathetic glance. He avoided her gaze."Okay!" Callum clapped his blue-gloved hands
together. "Everyone in the water. First time in is the hardest, so it's best to get it over with."Lou
eyed the water doubtfully, shuffling a little closer to the edge of the hole. She had a lot of scuba
diving experience, but most of it had been in tropical locations. This was new to her."What if my
suit has a leak?" Chad asked. Lou whipped her head around to stare at him. Hell. She'd never
thought about a leaky suit. Her newly panicked gaze flew to Callum's face."Your suit is buoyant
enough that it won't matter, even if it fills with water to your armpits." Callum waved a dismissive
hand. "You'll still float."Slightly relieved but trying not to think about how freaking cold thirty-two-
degree water up to her armpits would be, she turned her attention back to the opening in the ice.
Derek had already taken the plunge."C'mon in," he said, letting his legs float to the surface and
leaning back as if he were in an easy chair. "The water's fine."Deciding to just get it done, Lou
took a breath and jumped in. When her head went under, she instantly realized her mistake.
Once the shockingly cold water hit her face, her lungs clamped down, squeezing out all her
oxygen. She didn't even try to figure out which way was up but just let her suit float her to the
surface instead.She felt a tap on the back of her hood and yanked her face out of the water.
Callum was close enough for her to see the deep creases between his eyebrows."You good?"
he asked."Y-yep."After examining her face carefully, he shook his head. "Never do anything
halfway, do you, Sparks?"Since she didn't know if that was a compliment or an insult, she kept
quiet. Her legs kept wanting to float to the surface behind her and tip her onto her front as the
others climbed in more carefully. Scowling, she tried to force her lower half down but ended up
flailing unsuccessfully."How are you staying upright?" she asked Callum, craning her neck to
keep her face out of the water as her legs headed for the surface again."Tuck them to your chest



and then push them straight down." He swam toward the icy ledge as she struggled to master
her buoyant suit. She finally managed to shove her legs down so her body was more or less
upright."Ha!" she crowed, slapping the surface in victory. "Got you down, bitches!""Did you just
call your legs ‘bitches'?" Derek asked from directly behind her, making her jump. Her upper body
tilted forward, but she got herself back under control."Yep. Occasional evidence to the contrary, I
am in charge of all my body parts.""Glad to hear it.""Everyone out!" Callum bellowed, levering his
body onto the ice with ease. "Exit the water on your front like a seal and then roll away from the
edge. Remember, the more you can distribute your weight, the less likely it is you'll go through
the ice."Lou flattened her hands on the ice and tried to hoist her body out of the water, but it
looked a lot easier when Callum did it. Her legs, damn the rogue bastards, floated forward and
up, catching under the ledge. She managed to slam the edge of the ice into her belly, driving out
her breath."Nice, Lou," Derek mocked as he slid gracefully onto the solid surface. "You're like a
special seal.""Oh, shut up," she muttered, panting, as she hauled herself out of the water.This,
she could tell, was going to be one hell of a day.* * *"Sparks!" Callum bellowed. "You're up!"She
sighed, relinquishing her spot on the rope where she'd been helping to pull the "victims" and
their rescuers out of the water and across the ice. It was like a lopsided game of tug-of-war―all
brute strength and teamwork―and she'd actually been getting to like that part of training, despite
the hard work. But now that she wasn't pulling, she noticed her eyelashes had frosted over, and
her neck and the top of her chest were clammy from the water that had leaked into the suit after
her full-body plunge.Trudging over to Callum, she lifted her arms so he could wrap the end of the
rope around her middle. Although she'd watched three of the guys perform an in-water rescue,
she was still nervous. The ice-rescue veterans had made it look easy, but she had a feeling her
first time wouldn't go so smoothly.Callum handed her the victim's harness, which looked like a
skinny pool noodle. It was attached to her rope with about six feet of line. That way, the victim
would be first out of the water, and she'd be behind him, in a position to help lift him onto the
ice."When you get to the victim, carabiner should be in your right hand," Callum instructed. "The
other end goes in your left. Get control of your suit before trying to save anybody. Approach the
victim from the side or back, talk to him, harness him up, signal the guys to start pulling, and lift
your knee to help boost him onto the ice with your thigh. Once you get your hands on him, do not
let go of your patient. Got it?""Yes." Her voice sounded a little uncertain, so she firmed her jaw
and tried again. "Yes."Callum's mouth quirked up on one side. If it had been anyone but Callum,
Lou would've thought he was holding back a smile.Okay. Okay, she could do this.She
approached the edge of the ice, crawling when she was ten feet out and then moving to her belly
and sliding across the last yard. Swinging her legs around, she dropped feetfirst into the water,
careful to keep her face above the surface this time. She looked back at where Callum stood on
the ice. He bumped his closed fist on the top of his head, the signal for Are you okay? She
answered in the affirmative with a matching fist-to-head bump before heading toward her
"victim."Holding her face out of the water, she swam toward Phil, who clung to the ice on the
other side of the opening with melodramatic panic. Lou had to bite back a groan when she saw



how he was putting every ounce of community-theater experience into his role of drowning
victim.Coming up next to him, she tried to get her legs underneath her as she spoke. "Hang on,
sir. I'm Louise Sparks with the Field County Dive Team. We're going to get you out of here."Phil's
pretend struggles increased, and his thrashing hand slapped the water, splashing it into her
face. Air left her lungs again at the breath-stealing cold, and her legs floated up behind her.
Damn it. When she could move her body again, she drew her knees up and pushed her feet
straight down, glaring at her grinning victim."Oops," Phil said. "Sorry, Lou.""Uh-huh," she
muttered as she moved around behind him. "I'm hooking this harness around you, sir, so the
team on shore can pull you out."She struggled to reach around Phil's wide girth, wishing she'd
gotten skinny Wilt as her victim instead. The dry-suit gloves made her fingers thick and unwieldy,
and she fumbled with the carabiner. To make matters even more silent-swear-worthy, Phil had
resumed his melodramatic struggling."Don't make me drown you," she snarled, jerking her head
back so his flapping elbow didn't connect with her eye."Where's your compassion, Lou? I'm a
panicked, hypothermic tourist here." The bastard sounded as if he were about to laugh."I'll show
you compassion," she muttered through gritted teeth. "And if you're hypothermic, shouldn't you
be getting tired and sluggish?""That sounds threatening." Phil was definitely laughing, the ass.
"As soon as you save me and I get out of the hospital, I'm going to file a complaint with your
superior.""That's where you're wrong―there is no one superior to me," she said, letting out a
relieved grunt when she finally succeeded in hooking the carabiner through the metal loop of the
harness.Phil laughed and then wiggled several feet sideways, pulling his slick, neoprene-
covered body free of her grip."Never let go of your patient!" Callum yelled. "Once you put your
hands on him, you do not let go until he is being lifted into the ambulance, understand?"With a
heavy sigh, Lou tried to maneuver behind Phil again, but he was surprisingly agile for such a big
guy. Plus, the training had been tiring, and she still had to help hoist Phil's bulk out of the water.
Clenching her jaw, she lunged toward him, managing to latch her arms around his waist."Got
you!" she crowed, but her satisfaction was quickly overruled by irritation as her legs floated up
behind her again, curving her spine into an awkward partial backbend. With Phil's body in the
way, she couldn't pull her knees up very easily. After several unsuccessful attempts at getting her
legs underneath her, she kicked out in frustration. But instead of passing through unresisting
water, her booted foot hit hard against something."What the hell?" she mumbled, looking over
her shoulder. She couldn't see whatever it was through the murky water. It had felt fairly firm,
although it had moved with her kick. She was tempted to thump it with her boot again, but
reconsidered."What?" Phil had finally realized she was ignoring him. He quit his fake struggling,
twisting his head around to follow her gaze."I kicked something." She kept staring at the water,
as if she'd suddenly develop X-ray vision. Her arms were still locked around Phil's middle. No
need to get yelled at for making the same mistake twice."The Mission Reservoir Monster?" he
asked in his best spooky voice."What's taking you so long?" Callum called from the ice. "For
Christ's sake, Sparks, your victim would be dead by now. Just complete the recovery, and let's
get his body out of the water so we can notify his next of kin.""You gave up on me so quick, Cal,"



Phil whined. "Aren't you even going to start CPR?""No way," Derek yelled back. "He knows
where those lips have been.""What's the problem?" Callum didn't sound amused. He did sound
annoyed."There's something under the water. I kicked it.""Shark?" Chad suggested."Seriously?"
Derek scoffed. "In a freshwater reservoir?""Maybe," Chad muttered with a shrug."Well, it didn't
bite me, so hopefully that rules out both the Reservoir Monster and all woman-eating
fish."Moving a few feet closer, Derek peered at the water. "If it's anything valuable, I call
dibs.""No way!" Lou protested. "I'm the one who kicked it. Finders keepers!"Callum expelled an
impatient sigh loud enough for Lou to hear, even across the twenty feet that separated them. He
moved to the edge of the ice and slid gracefully into the water. As he swam toward them, Lou
turned back to scan for the unidentified object.At first she thought she was imagining it, but she
could definitely see something down there, and it was getting larger and more distinct with each
second. She wondered if her kick had knocked whatever it was loose, allowing it to float to the
top. As she stared, holding her breath, the faint shape got closer and closer, until a large, gray
mass bobbed to the surface. Lou gave a muffled shout, her arms tightening around Phil. A part
of her knew what it was as soon as it surfaced, but a larger portion refused to accept it.No. No
way. No way."Is that a body?" Derek yelled from the ice."Yep, that's a dead guy," Phil said, his
voice as casual as if it were a beer can floating next to them and not the waxy gray back of a
corpse."Huh." Derek didn't sound too freaked out about it, either. "Lou, I'm good with finders
keepers, then. You can have it."She couldn't respond. For once, no words would leave her
mouth. All she could do was cling to Phil's middle and try to breathe. It wasn't working.As he
pulled up next to them, Callum looked at the peacefully bobbing mass of flesh. "Fuck."Lou's
lungs had locked up again, and she felt as if her face had been dunked back into the frigid water.
She couldn't tear her eyes away from the bloated body."Hey, Cal?" Phil still sounded much too
calm. "Where's the head?"Read more
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this author note might help frame Sunny and Miller’s very sweet connection.I grew up with a
sibling with a learning exceptionality, and my first career was working with individuals with
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strengths and weaknesses, and we all deserve to be loved because of them, not in spite of
them.~HelenaONEWASTED IS AS WASTED DOESI’m super wasted. Like, messed up to the
point that Lance, my teammate, has two sets of eyes.“I’mma go home.” In my head those are the
words I’m speaking, but in reality I think it comes out more like a groan. I take an unstable step
toward the line of waiting cabs outside the bar.Lance puts a hand on my shoulder, his grin
sloppy. He’s almost as drunk as me. “Your car’s at my place, Butterson. Come back with us.”“I
can get it in the morning.” My words run together, but he seems to understand.“Just get in the
limo, man.” Lance looks to Randy, another teammate and one of my closest childhood friends,
for backup.“The trainer’ll be at Lance’s at ten-thirty, remember?” Randy says. “You can roll out of
bed and right into the pool.”“Then I don’t have to call you fifty times to get your ass up,” Lance
adds.“Come back with us, Buck!”One of Lance’s puck bunnies uses the nickname I’ve answered
to since I was a kid. My real name is Miller. I wasn’t named after beer. Plus Buck Butterson has a
nicer ring than Miller Butterson—too many “ers” in it.The three girls Lance has convinced to
come back to his place are fixing each other’s hair and messing with each other’s makeup while
I debate making bad choices.Lance smiles—all horny bastard—and pats me on the back.



“Come on, man, you’re gonna be away for a couple weeks. Last chance to party it up.”I mumble
something even I can’t understand and lean on the limo so I don’t have to hold my own weight.
The shooters were a bad idea. There were too many. I might have paid for them.I wait while the
girls get in the limo. As drunk as I am, I still have a few manners left. The last one bends over,
and her micro-mini rides up, giving me a full shot of naked beaver before she sits down. I’m
definitely not getting in beside her.Lance elbows me in the arm. “Get in, Buck.”“You first. They’re
your bunnies.”Going back to Lance’s is not a good plan, but I’ve already said I would, and he has
a point about my car being at his place.He shrugs and holds on to the door frame, sticking his
head inside. “Whose lap am I sitting on?” He throws himself into the limo.The girls squeal, and
laughter follows.I put a hand on Randy’s chest to stop him before he gets in, too. “Don’t let me do
anything stupid, ’kay, man?”“Don’t worry, Miller. I’ll take on two if I have to.” He winks, but he’s
serious.Randy’s one of the few people who uses my real name, aside from my dad when he’s
pissed. Growing up in Chicago, he lived down the street from me. We’ve played hockey together
since we both learned how to skate. When we were drafted to the NHL in our first semester of
college, we ended up on different teams. Five years later, we’re back on the same team again,
Randy having been traded to Chicago after the season ended. Being off season, it took him all
of two weeks to move back. It’s good to have him here. We’ve stayed tight over the years; if
anyone is going to help keep me from fucking shit up, it’s him.Randy gets into the limo and sits
between two of the girls. This leaves the bench seat wide open for me. I slide in and stretch out,
taking up the entire thing.Lance already has his arm around Flash Beaver, and her friend in the
middle seems like she’s not sure what to do. When she makes a move to sit with me, Lance
hugs her to his side and whispers something in her ear. Her eyes widen, and she bites her lip,
but she stays where she is.Going home in a cab by myself would’ve been the smarter move.
Then I wouldn’t be facing unnecessary temptation. Sometimes it’s hard as fuck to make the right
choices, like removing myself from a situation in which bunnies will inevitably offer up pussy that
I’ll have to turn down.It’s not that I can’t go without. I’ve just been choosing the alternative for the
past five years. And quitting cold turkey has been way more difficult than I ever expected. Lance
and Flash Beaver have turned toward the corner of the limo now. I’m pretty sure he’s got his
hand up her skirt already, judging by the giggle followed by a moan. I close my eyes and lean
against the armrest. I’m tired. And hungry. I need pizza.I root around in my pocket for my phone. I
have messages: a couple of texts and a voice mail from my sister, Violet, and a few more from
my girlfriend, Sunny. Well, she’s kinda my girlfriend. I want her to be my girlfriend. Sunny’s the
reason Randy—or maybe Lance—is taking one for the team, and I’m sitting over here by
myself.I’ve been doing everything I can to move things in the girlfriend direction for the last few
months, but Sunny’s hard to pin down. Way worse than me, but not in a slutty way. Sunny’s the
opposite of slutty. She’s not as easily charmed by me as most women. I actually have to work to
get her to date me.It doesn’t help that her brother, Alex Waters, is one of my teammates. He’s
also engaged to my sister, and he’s captain of the team. Waters hates me. It’s complicated. The
first night I met Sunny, I considered—for half a second—sleeping with her to get back at him. I’m



a player, not an asshole. Besides Sunny wasn’t interested in getting naked with me. She actually
wanted to talk. And I liked her. So I got her number instead. That was months ago. She still won’t
sleep with me. Yet. I’m hoping to change that soon.I try to read my text messages, but my vision
is blurry, and the words all jumble together—even worse than usual. I can’t use the text-to-
speech app in here like I normally would because the music’s too loud and everyone will hear
my business. Plus sometimes my sister’s messages are assholey. She has no filter. At all.“I’m
hungry. Anyone else hungry?” I yell over the music.Lance is too busy sucking face, but Randy
raises his hand. The girls on either side of him shrug. The one stuck in the middle of everything
looks like she’d rather be anywhere but here.I pull up Siri and ask her to call my favorite pizza
joint. It takes a few tries to get her to do what I want, partly because I’m slurring my words and
partly because the music interferes. Finally someone turns it down so I’m able to put an order
in.“Is the address five-two-one or two-five-one?” I ask Randy when they get to that part of the
ordering process.“Five-two-one.”“You’re sure it’s not two-five-one?”Lance takes a break from
sucking the chick’s face off to get on my case. “You’ve been at my house a million times, and you
still can’t get the address right?”I flip him the bird. “I’m dyslexic and drunk, but thanks for being
an asshole about it.” I probably shouldn’t have said that. It’s not something I usually talk about in
front of bunnies. It’s frustrating to be twenty-three and shitty at reading. I give the pizza guy the
right address. Then I end the call and slip my phone back into my pocket.Ten minutes later, we
pull into Lance’s driveway. I’m the first out of the car, and I practically fall up the steps to his door.
I use the doorjamb for support while I wait for everyone else. I should know the code to get into
the house, but I always forget it.Lance and Flash Beaver are last to get out of the limo. True to
her name, she gives us all a beaver shot—my second of the limo trip—as she slides across the
bench. When her feet hit the ground, Lance steps in front of her, blocking her from view. He
leans down to adjust her skirt, which is nice. When he’s in a mood, he’ll let girls make fools out of
themselves and laugh about it later. He can be a dick sometimes.Her friends are giggling and
whispering, being bitchy and judgy. Well, the one who was sidled up to Randy is; the other one
looks uncomfortable. Of the three girls Randy and Lance picked up tonight, she seems the most
reserved. Maybe she’s not all that excited about sharing a dick.“You’re the best, man. Have I told
you that lately?” I ask Randy, while I rest my head on the closed door and attempt to hit the
doorbell. I keep missing it.“That’s what the girls tell me.”I scoff and aim for the doorbell again,
hitting it this time. The tone is actually a line from a movie. I can’t quite remember which one, but
it’s funny, so I keep punching it until Lance and Flash Beaver finally make it to the door.Lance
keys in the code. “I don’t think that’s a good place to stand, Butterson.”“I’m fine.” My eyes are
closed. I’m feeling like bed might be a nice place to be. Screw the pizza.His meaning doesn’t
register until the door gives way. I put my hands up to grab for the jambs, but I’m not quick
enough. I fall face first into his front foyer. The hardwood floor doesn’t make it a soft landing.I
grunt on impact, and one of the girls rushes over to help me while Lance laughs his ass off. I tell
her I’m fine and lie there for a few seconds before I roll over onto my back. Flash Beaver gets me
again. I can see right up her skirt from the floor. It’s like a loose meat sandwich up in there. I’ve



seen more beaver in the last thirty minutes than I have since I started trying to date Sunny.Randy
puts a hand out to help me up.I wave him off. “I’ll stay here until the pizza arrives, yeah?”“That
could take a while. Let’s get you a couch.” I take his hand, but make no effort to help with the
whole standing-up business. When he’s about to give up, I yank his arm and he ends up on the
floor with me. I put him in a headlock.He scrambles to get out, but he’s drunk too, and I have the
element of surprise. “Fuck you, asshole,” he tells me.“Oh my God!” One of the girls screams
while we wrestle on the floor like idiots. “Are they seriously fighting? Shouldn’t you stop
them?”“They’re fine.” Lance puts a hand on two of the ladies’ lower backs. “Come on. Let’s get
some drinks and hit the hot tub.”Randy elbows me in the side, and I let him go. He rolls over and
pops up, weaving as he follows Lance and the bunnies. It’s a lot of work to get my ass off the
floor, but I manage. I slide-walk down the hall with my shoulder against the wall to stop from
falling over again.I need water—and that horrible drink my trainer, Natasha, gives me when I’m
hungover. But Lance’s kitchen is way far away. I stumble into the massive living room and over to
the unoccupied couch. When my knees hit the arm, I fall forward like a tree. My aim is bad, and
I’m on an angle, so I roll off and smack my head on the coffee table.“Ow! Fuck!” There isn’t
enough space for me to turn onto my back, so I lie there instead, wedged between the couch
and the coffee table.Lance laughs. “You all right, Butterson?”“There’s a spent condom under
here.”“Oh yeah? Wanna get that for me.”“Pretty sure I don’t.” It’s covered in dust, but I can tell it’s
red—so he definitely got it from me. Or maybe I’m the one who used it. I have no idea. I always
order the assorted rainbow pack that comes with the big container of lube.I’ve nicknamed the
condoms according to color: red is for devil dick, green is the green giant, blue is for smurf cock,
and the black is the sledgehammer. I’m not a fan of the yellow ones; they look less banana-y and
more like my dick has jaundice. My personal faves are the glow-in-the-dark ones, which make
my dick look like a big glow stick.“You gonna lie on the floor, or are you coming outside to hang
in the hot tub?”“I’ll be out in a few minutes.”“Whatever you say, Butterson. But if you fall asleep
there, I’m not waking your ass up.”“That’s fine.”I watch pointy heels teetering toward the patio
doors.“I don’t have a bathing suit,” says Flash Beaver.Lance puts an arm around her waist, his
hand settling on her ass. “Who needs bathing suits?”Loud music blasts through the house and
the outdoor speakers. I hear a distant splash and a scream. Someone got thrown in the pool. I
lay with my cheek mashed against the floor, staring at the dusty condom, wishing I’d gone home
instead of coming here. I must pass out like that, because the next thing I know, the doorbell’s
ringing. It takes me three tries to get up. Then the door isn’t staying still, so it’s hard to get to.I pay
the pizza guy with my credit card and take the boxes and six-pack of soda. I don’t bother to call
the other guys. If I know Lance, he’s got those girls down to their bras and underwear—except
for the one who wasn’t wearing any in the first place.I take the pizza over to the coffee table,
crack a soda, and chug it. I need to hydrate so I don’t puke like a pussy during tomorrow’s
training session. Water would be better, but I’m already sitting down. Before I dig in, I take off my
pants. I’m not worried about spilling food on them; I’m just tired of wearing jeans. I also like the
freedom from clothes. I run hot, so it’s nice when I can strip down to the bare essentials, which is



often nothing.Since I’m not in my own house, I keep the boxers and T-shirt on. I don’t normally do
underwear, but clubs are hot. They make my balls stick to my leg otherwise. I get comfortable on
the couch. It’s white leather, which is a stupid color choice, but whatever. I flip open the pizza
box, groaning at the sight of melted cheese and piles of meaty awesomeness.When Sunny and I
order pizza, there isn’t even cheese. She doesn’t eat anything with a face, or that came from
something with a face. I don’t think I could live without cow in my life, but that’s me.As I tear a
slice free, the cheese clings to his brothers like he’s terrified of his fate. I lean over the box—I’m
too lazy to go to the kitchen and get a plate—and take a huge bite. It’s hot. Like, out-of-the-oven
hot, which is crazy because it’s clearly not just out of the oven. If I was less drunk, I might have
paid attention to the puff of steam when I tore out the first slice, but I’m in too much of a hurry to
get food in my belly.The cheese scalds the roof of my mouth and strings settle on my chin,
burning that, too. I drop the slice, half of it drooping over the edge of the box onto the coffee table
and the most recent edition of The Hockey News. Cracking another soda, I chug half the can to
cool my mouth. I suck at life tonight.While I wait for the pizza to cool, I search for the remote. It’s
not on the coffee table or under the pizza box. I find it stuck between the couch cushions along
with a pair of panties. I leave those where they are.Two in the morning doesn’t boast much in the
way of quality programming. Other than infomercials and porn, I have a choice between sports
highlights and old sitcoms or the music video channel. I flip aimlessly, pausing at some bad porn.
I doubt I’ll have the energy to whack off later. I might be drunk enough to have whiskey dick, even
though I don’t drink whiskey.I settle on the music video channel and get back to the pizza, which
is now cool enough to eat. I devour half the box and nod off on the couch. The only reason I
wake up is because my phone rings. It’s in my pants, which are on the floor about twenty feet
away, so I miss the call. I decide I’d rather sleep in a bed than on Lance’s couch. I’ve crashed
here enough times since I was traded mid-season to have a room I call dibs on when I get too
wasted to take my ass home.I have no idea if Lance and Randy are still outside with the girls. If
they are, there’s a good chance that hot tub is going to need a serious cleaning tomorrow. I
almost trip over my pants on the way upstairs. I drag them with me to the second floor and crash
into the spare bedroom.Kicking the door closed, I pull my shirt over my head, drop my boxers,
and fall face down on the mattress. Music still pounds through the speakers outside, making the
whole house vibrate. It’s not pop anymore; it’s some cheesy love ballad from the eighties. It
sounds like something Sunny would like.Thinking about her makes my dick excited, which sucks
because I don’t have the coordination to do anything about it. I hate that she doesn’t live closer.
Canada isn’t that far from Chicago, but it’s enough distance that it makes this whole dating thing
that much harder.I want to call her. I know it’s a bad idea. I’m drunk, and she’s probably asleep,
considering it’s after two in the morning. Or maybe it’s already five. I can’t read the clock. My
logic filter isn’t working, so I feel around for my pants. They’re on the floor. I almost fall out of bed
trying to get them. I dig the phone out of the pocket. The battery reads nine percent. It’s enough
for a quick call. It’ll probably go to voice mail anyway.As predicted, it rings four times, and I get
her message.“You’ve reached Sunshine Waters. I’m probably busy cleansing my chi, but when



I’m done I’ll give you a dingle. Remember, karma is your friend!”I hang up without leaving a
message and call again. I get voice mail a second time. On the third try, she picks up.“Hello?”
Her voice is raspy with sleep. It’s similar to how she sounds when she comes. I’ve only been able
to do that with my fingers so far. Sunny wants to take things slow. I need to get control of the
puck before I can score my favorite kind of goal.“Hey, sweets. Did I wake you?” It’s a stupid
question. Of course I woke her; I called three times in the middle of the night.“Miller?”“I’m sorry.
It’s late isn’t it?” I roll over onto my back and starfish, letting my balls breathe. The rustle of
sheets filters through the phone. I imagine what she might be wearing based on our late-night
Skype chats. She’s a baggy-shirt-and-shorts girl. Sometimes she wears one of those sheer
shirts so it’s like she’s naked, but not. Sadly, she always wears a sports bra with it. Those things
are the worst invention in the world. They ruin perfectly good cleavage.“What time is it?”“Uh,” I
squint at the clock on the nightstand, as if that’s going to make it easier to read the numbers. I’m
better with analog clocks than digital ones. “Pretty early.”“In the morning?”“Yeah.”“Is everything
okay?”“Yeah.”There’s a long pause in which neither of us speaks. “Were you out with the boys
tonight?”“Yeah.”The softness in her voice is replaced by sharpness. “Who?”“The usual. Randy
Ballistic and Lance Romero. A few of the other guys showed up later.”“So you’re drunk?”I knew I
shouldn’t have called. I wish I had someone around to stop me from doing stupid shit all the time.
At least Randy kept the bunnies occupied and away from me. Most of the time Lance isn’t much
help. He encourages bad decision-making.“I had a few drinks. I wanted to hear your voice.” It
sounds like a line, but it’s not. I really do want to hear her voice, even if that makes me seem
whipped.She makes a little noise, like maybe she’s stretching or trying to get comfortable. It
goes straight to my dick, inflating it like a helium balloon.“That’s sweet, Miller,” she says on a
sigh. I love that she uses my real name instead of my nickname. “But don’t you think it would be
better to call when you’re sober and it’s not the middle of the night? You interrupted a nice
dream.”“What kind of dream? Was it a sex dream?”“I’m not telling you.”“It was, wasn’t it?”“I’m not
saying anything.”“It’ll be a million times better when you let me get you naked in real life.”“Don’t
get ahead of yourself, Butterson.”“I’m just sayin’, when you let it happen, it’s gonna be awesome
times a billion.”She sighs.“Sweets?”“You should sleep off whatever you drank. Are you still
coming tomorrow?”“I’ll come for you right now, baby.”There’s a knock on the door. I hear Randy’s
voice followed by a giggle. I cover the receiver, at least I think I do, and shout, “I’m sleeping!”“Are
you at home? Who’s with you?”“I’m at Lance’s.”After a sharp inhale she asks, “Are you staying
there overnight?”“Natasha’s coming in the morning.”“Who?”“Our trainer. We’re using the pool for
plyometrics.” I’m way less slurry now, so I can get that word out without messing it up. “Plus my
car’s here, and I’m being responsible by not driving.”“Are there girls there now?”“Lance invited
some friends back. I’m in bed.”“How many friends?”“A few.”“Are any of them your friends?”“No,
baby. The only friend I have right now is my left hand.”A long silence follows.“Sunny? You still
there?”“I’m here. I should go, though. It’s late. I have to teach yoga first thing in the morning.”“You
sure you don’t want to tell me about that dream you were having?”That gets a half-hearted
laugh. “You’re impossible. You should lock your door. ‘Night, Miller.”My phone dies before I can



answer her. I don’t have a charger handy, and I’m too tired to put clothes back on and look for
one. Instead I shut my eyes and picture Sunny in her bikini—that’s the least amount of clothing
I’ve seen her in—and grab onto my kinda-hard dick. I don’t have enough coordination, brain
power, or energy to keep the image in my head and rub one out, so I just hold my handle in one
hand and my dead phone in the other.Then I pass the fuck out.TWODICKFACEMy head hurts,
and my mouth tastes like ass. I try not to move, but I can hear horrible music coming from
somewhere outside my room, and it’s ruining my sleep. I crack a lid and cringe at the brightness
coming through the curtains. The first thing I notice is that I’m not in my own bed. It takes me a
while to remember I’m at Lance’s. I have a very vague recollection of a limo ride and lying on the
floor in the living room. I remember a condom and a bare beaver and panic sets in.The other
side of the queen bed is empty, so I’m taking that as a good sign. My raging case of morning
wood and my aching balls are also solid indicators that I didn’t put my dick anywhere I shouldn’t
have.A few months ago the unused pillow would have been occupied by a very satisfied, very
well-used puck bunny. I used to be a dog. I probably still qualify as one, but I’m working on
becoming reformed. It’s not that easy. Women want to ride my dick all the time. Not bringing
honeys home is like passing by McDonald’s during training camp: you know you can’t have it
because it’s not part of the meal plan, so you want it even more.Instead of sex, Sunny and I text
or have video chats. I like those best, especially when it’s late at night. She hangs out in her bed,
and I can ogle her while we talk.Eventually I’m hoping we’ll graduate past conversation to Skype
sex. We haven’t even had real sex yet, so there’s no damn way I’m asking her to have not-real
sex with me over video chat. I need to get past third base and all the way to home first. Until
then, I’ll keep up with the post-Skype-ogle whack-off sessions. It’s frustrating, even though I like
that she’s not slutty like the puck bunnies I’m used to.All this means my dick has gone unused for
the last few months. We’ve done some groping and making out, and she’s had her hand down
my pants and vice versa, but that’s it. It’s weird. I’ve never not had sex on the first “date.”Before
Sunny, if I needed company, all I had to do was pull up my contact list, go to my honeys, call one,
and wait. Usually said honey would arrive within half an hour; the ones who wear too much
makeup take longer. It’s almost like ordering pizza.It wouldn’t matter if I’d just come home from a
workout or practice. I didn’t even have to shower. I could be sweaty and gross, or eat a goddamn
head of garlic raw, and they’d still come and bounce on my dick.Now that I’m trying to get Sunny
to be my girlfriend, that’s not an option, so I’m stuck with my hand. In theory, if I can go without
eating wings for a few months, I should be able to go without sex. It’s a lot harder in practice.I lie
in the bed that’s not mine, trying to remember the end of my night. I have a feeling I might have
drunk-dialed Sunny. I hope she didn’t answer the phone. From the little I remember, I wasn’t in
very good shape.Off season is like this—late nights, lots of partying, drinking, and eating shitty
food, then regretting it all when hardcore training starts again. I reposition my pillow over my
head to drown out the bad music.I’m drifting off when there’s a knock at the door. “Natasha’s
gonna be here in twenty. Get your ass out of bed, Butterson,” Randy yells.I peek out from under
the pillow and stare at the numbers on the clock, willing them to stop moving around so I can



read them. It’s after nine. My phone alarm should’ve gone off half an hour ago. Usually I hit the
snooze button a minimum of four times every morning. I hate waking up almost as much as I
hate asparagus pee. And pop music.A few minutes later there’s another knock at my door.
“Buck?”It’s a female voice this time. It’s vaguely familiar. I ignore it.Another knock. “Randy told
me you need to get up.”I still don’t answer. There’s whispering and giggling on the other side,
followed by the sound of the doorknob turning. It’s unlocked. I’m out of bed in a flash, slamming
my shoulder into the door to hold it closed. I’m naked. With morning wood. And my head hurts
like hell.I slide to the floor, pressing the heels of my hands against my eyes. “I’m up. I’ll be down
in, like, ten.”More giggling follows and then the patter of feet as they move on down the hall,
yelling, “He says he’s up!”I’m still sitting on the floor with my head in my hands several minutes
later when Randy comes knocking. “If you’re not down there in eight minutes, Natasha’s gonna
make you do suicides.”“I’d like to see her try.”Natasha’s been my trainer since I was traded from
Miami to Chicago. She’s tough, but awesome. Sometimes I hate her for it. The threats are
enough to make me pick my ass up off the floor. I flip the lock, though, in case someone else
decides they want to barge into my room.I check the nightstand for my cell, but it’s not there. It’s
not on the floor either, so I sweep my hand across the comforter to see if I accidentally brought it
to bed with me. I find it under the pillow. I take it to the bathroom with me, pushing the button so I
can key in my password and check my messages, but the screen stays blank. My battery must
have died. I set it on the back of the toilet and flip up the seat. I’m hard, so it’s almost impossible
to pee.If my phone wasn’t dead, I’d pull up a picture of Sunny and take care of my problem like
that. Instead, I have to use my imagination. This morning sucks worse than usual. Since I haven’t
seen her naked yet, I have to cobble together images of her mostly naked in her bikini and
imagine what her bare tits would look like. Eventually I give up and grab one of the trashy
magazines from the rack on the floor and flip it open. It lands on a hot blonde with fake boobs. It’ll
do.When I’m about to blow, I brace my hand on the wall and let my shins rest against the toilet
seat. My knees buckle at the end, and my aim is off, so I hit the back of the toilet lid. The whole
unit shakes with my weight, and my phone shifts forward.I’m too slow to catch it. It bounces off
the seat, and instead of landing on the floor, it falls straight into the bowl.“Fuck! Fuck! Fuck!” I
reach in and grab it, not caring that I’m sticking my hand in toilet water and my own jizz. Shaking
it off, I grab the closest towel and wipe it clean. The battery’s already dead, so I have no idea if
I’ve ruined it or not.And of course, that’s when there’s another goddamn knock on my door. I
stalk my way across the room, holding the potentially ruined phone in a hand towel. I throw open
the door.“Dude, are you—” Randy stops mid-sentence.There’s a girl behind him. She looks
vaguely familiar. She’s sporting last night’s makeup and wearing Randy’s too-big shirt, and
possibly nothing else. Her eyes drop below my waist.“Oh my God!”I’m naked and still half-hard
after the whack-off session. I cover my junk with the hand towel. Randy puts a hand up to cover
her eyes. She tries to pry it away, but Randy has huge hands, and he’s way stronger than she is,
even if he is hungover as shit.She points in my direction even though she can’t see me. “You
have something on your—”“Baby, why don’t you go downstairs and see what the girls are



doing?”“But—”“I got it covered.” He whispers something in her ear. One of his hands slips under
the shirt. I look away, because I don’t want to see as much of her as she’s seen of me.She
laughs and takes off down the hall, yelling, “I saw Buck’s dick, and it’s huge!”“Seriously, man?”
Like I need this shit.“You’re the one answering your door like this.” He motions to my lack of
clothing. “The world isn’t your locker room, Miller.”“My fucking phone fell in the toilet!” I hold out
the hand towel with my phone still wrapped in it.“Facebooking on the shitter again?”“Laugh it up,
asshole. All my contacts are in there.”“Does it work?”“The battery died, so I have no idea.” He
throws me a pair of swim shorts.“Put these on and bring it downstairs. I’ll get a bag of rice.”“What
the hell’s rice gonna do for my phone?”“Calm your tits, dude. It’s supposed to dry it out or
something. We’ll charge it and put it in rice. Hopefully it’ll be working in a couple of hours.”I pull
the suit on, tuck my deflated junk away, and follow him downstairs. Randy doesn’t look nearly as
rough as I feel this morning.Two girls—the one who announced the size of my junk to the entire
house, we’ll call her Dick Yeller, and another one I vaguely recognize from last night—are sitting
at the breakfast bar with coffees. Another one lounges on the couch in the living room, clicking
away on her phone. The girls at the breakfast bar stare at me, then drop their gazes to their cups,
shoulders shaking.“Showing off your jewels again, huh, Miller?” Natasha, our trainer, says from
the other side of the kitchen, focused on the fruit she’s throwing in the blender. She seems like
she’s in a mood, which means our workout is going to be extra painful today.“Not on
purpose.”She’s got one hand on top of the blender and a finger poised over the button. She
looks up as she hits the switch. I don’t have time to cover my ears before she lets it rip. It’s like a
bomb going off in my head.Natasha’s eyes bug out, and she barks out a laugh, dropping to the
floor. I’m grateful the blender stops grinding.The room is filled with snickering. “What the shit? Is
everyone high?”“You said you were going to take care of it,” Dick Yeller says to Randy.He
shrugs.“Take care of what?” I’m totally confused.Dick Yeller shakes her head and rolls her eyes.
“Go look in the mirror.”I drop my phone on the counter and step into the closest bathroom. On my
forehead, in black marker, is a giant jizzing cock. It even has ball hairs. “Who did this?”“It wasn’t
me,” Randy yells. “I can’t even draw stickmen.”I pump a handful of soap into my palm and rub at
my forehead, but the ink stays put. I stomp out of the bathroom and yell, “Get ready for an ass
kicking, Lance! If anyone took pictures I’m going to stick you in the balls, motherpucker!”The two
girls at the counter look like they’re trying to decide whether they should laugh or run. Natasha is
still on the floor, and Randy has his hand over his mouth.Lance opens the sliding door leading
out to the patio and the pool. “It’ll wash off eventually.”“I have a goddamn flight tonight. They’re
not gonna let me into Canada with a dick on my forehead.”“That’s tonight?” Lance asks.“Yeah,
man. I told you that already.” At least I assumed I did.Natasha stops laughing long enough to ask,
“Are you going to see Sunny?”“Not if I can’t get this off!” I point to the dick on my
forehead.“Who’s Sunny?” Dick Yeller asks.“Miller’s girlfriend,” Randy says.“I thought his name
was Buck.”“It’s a nickname,” I reply. “What is this? Permanent marker? How do I get rid of
it?”“Makeup remover might work.” the one from the couch says.“Do one of you girls have some
of that handy?”The two at the breakfast bar shake their heads. The quiet one on the couch perks



up. “Oh! I have hand sanitizer!” She jumps up and runs off. One minute later she comes back
with three little bottles and pats a stool.I take a seat. She pours a bunch into her palm; it smells
fruity.“You’re sure this is going to work?”“It’s worth a shot.” She grabs a napkin and dabs it in the
sanitizer. “It’s got alcohol in it.” She starts working on my forehead. “Wow, this stuff is hard to get
off.” She uses a bigger glob, and this time it goes in my eyes. It burns like crazy.“Oh! Sorry!
Maybe it’d be better if you lie down.”“When you’re done with the dick removal, drink this and
come outside.” Natasha sets a glass on the counter, along with two painkillers, and saunters out
of the kitchen. Randy takes Dick Yeller and the other one at the breakfast bar outside with
Natasha.Natasha’s used to this bullshit, including arriving when there are still leftovers from the
night before wandering around the house. Lance’s pad is a revolving door of chicks and parties.I
lie on the floor, even though the couch is less than ten feet away, and the quiet chick sits beside
me, crossing her legs.“I feel like if you’re going to rub a dick off my forehead, I should know your
name.”Her smile is muted by her pursed lips. “I’m Poppy. Lance is a real joker.”“Yup. That’d be
him. Thanks for taking care of the dick on my head.”“No problem.” She rubs some stinky hand
sanitizer into my skin. “Kristi’s been following his career ever since he got drafted.”“Who?”“The
girl he was with last night.”“The one without the underwear?” I’m not going to be the one to tell
her Lance goes through girls like a hooker goes through johns.“That’d be Kristi. And I didn’t
sleep with Lance when she was done.”“Uh—”“Sorry. I don’t know why I told you that.” She pours
some of the sanitizer directly on my forehead. I can’t see her face, but she sounds
embarrassed.“Lance is fun. He’s not down for a relationship, you know?”“Oh, I know. I went to
grade school with him; then we moved away for a few years. He used to tease me all the time.
Anyways, we were kids. He’s different now. But then, so am I, I guess.”I’ve only known Lance
since I was traded, so I don’t know what he was like before he made the NHL. He’s a cocky
bastard at the best of times now. “Does he know you know each other?”“I don’t think he even
remembers me. It’d be better if you didn’t tell him. You guys are good friends, right?”I can’t
decide if she’s a stalker, a fan, or something else. She’s got this look on her face, similar to the
one I get when I’m not allowed to order chicken wings.I give her a vague nod in reply. “Now you
gotta tell me why you don’t want him to know you know each other.”“No way.” She wipes at my
forehead more aggressively. “This is on really good.”“I’m gonna punch Lance in the dick.”“It’s a
pretty great drawing.”“So what’s the history with him?”“It’s nothing. It’s stupid.”“Was he, like, your
first crush or something? Did you want to hold hands and shit?”She takes a break from
scrubbing my skin, and I use the opportunity to look at her. Her entire face is red, and her lip is
between her teeth. She’s pretty, maybe even beautiful under the day-old makeup. She’s exactly
what Lance’s type would be if he took a time out from fucking everyone with a pussy: petite with
strawberry blond hair, freckles, and soft curves.“He was! Holy shit.” I can’t believe I’m right. “How
does he not remember you?”“It wasn’t like that. And it was ten years ago. He was two grades
higher. I have an older sister. I tagged along to a high school party and there was, like, that
game, you know? Seven Minutes in Heaven or whatever it’s called?” She buries her face in her
hands. “Oh my God. This is so embarrassing. I’m shutting up now.”I sit up, totally interested. This



is like one of those terrible teen sitcoms, but real. I love that shit. “Did you fuck him?”She drops
her hands. “I was twelve!”“Right. That’d be kinda slutty, huh?”She punches me in the
shoulder.“So did he feel you up?”“No!”“Really? I would’ve given my right nut to feel up a chick
when I was that age. I didn’t get my hands on a set of naked tits until I was
sixteen.”“Seriously?”“Truth.” I make a fist and tap over my heart twice.“Wow. Well, I guess you’ve
made up for that, haven’t you?”“Yeah. Probably more than I needed to.”She pushes my shoulder,
and I lie back down on the floor so she can finish rubbing the stupid dick off.“So do they call you
Buck because you walk around naked all the time?” she asks.“Nope. I had bad teeth as a
kid.”“Oh. That’s mean.”“Kids are assholes. The nickname stuck, and after a while I didn’t care
anymore. My teeth are perfect now, but none of the ones in the front are real.”“What
happened?”“I got a puck in the face playing street hockey.”She sucks in a breath. “That must
have hurt.”“Lots of things hurt. They were gonna put braces on me, but then they didn’t have to. I
got these titanium implants, instead. They give you good drugs when they put those fuckers in.
Anyway the accident fixed my teeth in the end, so I guess the pain was worth it.”“That’s a lot of
pain for a nice smile. I hope you wear a cage now.” She wipes my forehead one last time. “Okay.
It looks like you’re dick free.”I sit up. “Thanks for taking care of that.”“No problem.”I stand and
extend a hand to help her up.“You’re a lot different than I thought you’d be.”“Is that good or
bad?”She smiles. “It’s good. You’re nice.”Lance yells for me to come outside. When Poppy
doesn’t make a move to follow me, I pause. “Aren’t you coming?”“I need to use the bathroom,
wash all this stuff off my hands. I smell like a fruit salad.”“Okay. See you in a few.” I grab the shake
Natasha made, the bag of rice with my phone, and the charger and go outside, where Lance
and Randy are already in the pool. I plug in the phone near the barbeque, check to see if it’s
working—it isn’t—and down my shake.Lance looks like he’s having trouble keeping up. Randy
seems to be doing okay, though. I jump in, dunking my head and rubbing my hands over my face
to wash off the residual hand sanitizer and the artificial-fruit smell.“Took you long enough,” Lance
says through heavy breaths.“No thanks to you, dickface.”“Shut up, both of you.” Natasha blows
her whistle. I hate that thing. “Miller, suicides in the shallow end. I want twenty.”Lance grins and
gives me a thumbs up.Natasha points to him. “You too, Lance Romance.”At least I’m not alone in
hell this morning.THREEALL THE HONEYSIN THE HOUSEAfter half an hour, I notice that
Poppy, the girl who rubbed the dick off my forehead, hasn’t come outside. Maybe she went back
to sleep. I don’t have time to ask questions; Natasha is on a rampage. She’s definitely annoyed
with Lance, who’s the least motivated of the three of us.He keeps getting distracted by Flash
Beaver, the chick he boned last night. He must have had a few bikinis lying around his house,
because she’s dressed in a tiny white one that barely covers anything. Dick Yeller is wearing a
pink bra and yellow panties. I try not to look at either of them and stay focused on the
exercises.Plyometric workouts are intense on dry land, in water and hungover, they’re pretty
much torture. We’re on round three of cardio break when the doorbell rings.I look to Lance,
who’s sitting on the edge of the pool, not doing what he’s supposed to. “Who’s that?”“I invited a
few people over.” He nudges Flash Beaver and asks her to let whoever it is in.Lance doesn’t



invite “a few” people over. It’s not how he works unless it’s to get his fuck on with some bunny,
like last night. That these girls are even still here is surprising. Usually he calls them a cab first
thing in the morning and ships them off. Flash Beaver must’ve been a lot of fun.“Where’s your
friend?” I ask Dick Yeller.She looks up from her phone and gives me a funny look. “She went to
answer the door.”“No. The other one.” I motion to my forehead. “The dick remover.”“Oh! Poppy?
She wasn’t feeling well. She took a cab home.” She goes back to staring at her phone.This chick
seems like a seriously shitty friend.Natasha’s already out of the pool, packing up her stuff. I’m
sure we weren’t finished, but it’s clear she’s given up. Flash Beaver comes back with a couple of
guys from my team and some girls I’ve never seen before, which is a good thing. I lift a hand in
greeting, then grab the weights and bands we didn’t get to use. Lance gets off his ass, not to
help, but to greet his company.“Sorry about today.” I fold everything up the way Natasha likes it
and pass it over so she can pack it in her duffle bag.“You were fine; the other two were the
problem. I don’t think these home sessions work very well.”“It woulda been fine if Lance had
gotten rid of the bunnies.”Lance lives outside of the city on a massive piece of property in a
gigantic house. He has a complete weight room and a track in his backyard. His pool kicks ass.
And the hot tub is great after a serious workout. I won’t be using it today, since I don’t know what
happened in it last night. We started scheduling training sessions here when the weather got
warm. That way I wouldn’t have to deal with all the bunnies at the gym. Unfortunately, Lance
started bringing them here instead.“Yeah, well, he didn’t, so I’m done.” Natasha grabs her
bag.“Sorry about him. You know how he gets.”She shakes her head. For some odd reason, I get
the feeling there’s more going on between her and Lance than I realized. She’s been his trainer
for two years, so she knows what a dick he can be. Hitting on girls is a compulsion for him, and I
know Natasha isn’t exempt. It’s understandable. She’s super fit—even I can admit it’s hot that
she could kick my ass. There’s gotta be a line of guys wanting to tap that, Lance included. I don’t
think she’s the kind of chick who would fall for his crap. You never know, though. People do a lot
of stupid things when sex is involved.“You’re gone for a couple of weeks after this, right?” she
asks me.“Yeah. I fly to Toronto tonight. I think my flight’s at nine or something.” I should check that
when my phone works again.Her eyes light up. “You excited to see Sunny?”“Why are you so
interested in my sex life?”Natasha laughs. “It’s your lack of sex life I’m interested in. Is she still
holding out?”Natasha knows a lot more about my personal life than most people. She’s watched
me blow through bunnies since I moved here and then struggle to deal without any outlet for the
past three months while I wait for Sunny to come around.When I don’t answer, she gives me a
knowing smile. “So after you visit Sunny, you do that camp thing, right?”“Yeah. Randy’s meeting
me in Toronto, and we’re road tripping together.”“You’ll have fun. It’s not the usual hockey camp
deal, is it?”“I wanted to change it up this year, and it’s close to Sunny.” That I managed to get
Randy to agree to come was a serious feat. I sold the whole “camping experience” like we used
to have back when we were kids. He’s also got a few friends up that way, having played for
Toronto during his first year.“Smart. You coming back after that? Or do you have more stuff
planned?”“I have ideas for another project, but it’s local, and I’mma need Vi’s help.”“How is



Violet, anyway?”“Annoying.” Being the team trainer, Natasha’s met her a few times.“It’s amazing
she deals with you at all.”“I don’t know what you’re talking about. I’m awesome.” I give her a
cheeky grin. “Vi’s good. She and Waters got engaged.”“I heard. You don’t sound very happy
about that.”“It’s whatever. I mean, they haven’t been together that long. Like, six months? It feels
way soon, ya know?”“Sometimes when you know, you know.”The first night I met Sunny, I knew
she wasn’t the same as the girls I usually spent my nights with. Or my early mornings. I don’t
think that’s what Natasha means, though. “I guess. She’s a big girl, and she can make her own
decisions, but if he fucks her over again, I’m gonna break his face.”“I’m sure he’d do the same if
you screwed Sunny over.”“Truth. That’s not gonna happen.”I fish my phone out of the bag of rice
Randy—or one of the girls, more likely—put it in. It’s been plugged in this entire time, but I’ve still
got nothing except a blank screen. Natasha emails me a few dates for sessions that I’ll have to
check at home, before I leave for the airport. I want to call Sunny and check in, but I’ve never
been great at memorizing numbers, so I don’t have hers banked. It’s a weekday, so she’s
probably teaching yoga or volunteering at the animal shelter, anyway.Natasha gives me a one-
armed hug and waves to Randy, who’s floating on his back in the pool. Well, the top half of his
body is floating, thanks to the pool noodle, but his legs are sinking. She doesn’t so much as look
at Lance as she walks past him to cut through the house, and he’s too busy socializing to notice.I
shove my phone back into the rice bag. I’ll have to check it again later. I’m not sure how long it
needs to dry out before it starts working. If I’m still having problems in a couple of hours, I’ll have
to hit up the phone store. I don’t like not having access to people when I need it. I’m hoping this
camp isn’t so remote I can’t get a signal. That’ll fuck things up for me. I rely on daily messages to
Sunny so she knows she’s on my mind.All of a sudden there’s a music change. We go from rock
—which is how we work out—to some pop dance crap.Lance scans the patio. “Where’s Tash
at?”“She left.”“What? When?”“A minute ago.”He jumps up and jogs across the concrete, his
brows creased. I have to wonder what the deal is there. Sometimes I feel like all the flirting
Natasha puts up with from Lance isn’t just him being him. Lance digging on her would be all
kinds of fucked up since she knows exactly how frequently he lets the bunnies eat his
carrot.Randy paddles over to the edge of the pool, and hoists himself out. “What was that
about?”“I’m not sure,” I say, because I’m not, and I’mma keep my hypothesizing to myself.Lance’s
doorbell goes off and, like Pavlov’s dog, Randy goes running. He comes back a few minutes
later, piggy-backing one of the newly arrived girls. The other three are practically tripping over
themselves to get next to him. A couple of months ago when Vi and Waters were on the outs
because he was—and I maintain still is—a huge fuckwad, I suggested she go on a date with
Randy. Even though he’s my friend, I’m glad that never happened.I recognize a couple of these
girls. I hope my dick hasn’t been inside any of their holes. Although there’s a good chance it
has.Randy doesn’t waste any time. He starts running for the water with the girl on his back. Her
eyes go wide when she realizes what he’s going to do, and she starts screaming and kicking.
He’s got a solid hold on her legs, so she doesn’t have a chance in hell of getting free. She bites
his shoulder as he takes the leap. I smile at her absolute horror.Dick Yeller stomps past Flash



Beaver, heading for the house. The new girls notice and whisper among themselves. It’s too
much drama too early in my day.I hadn’t expected the bunnies today, although I probably should
have. Lance doesn’t do the chill-out thing very often. Usually when Natasha comes by, she
hangs out for a while after the workout. We BBQ and swim, and then she takes off and we plan
our night. Lance always walks her out. I figured it was him being all polite or whatever, but now
I’m not so sure.“This must be torture,” Lance says from beside me.I glance over at him. While I
was busy scoping the scene, he must have come back outside.“What do you mean?” I drain
what’s left of my bottle of water.“All the girls.”“It’s no big deal.” Honestly, I figured it’d be a lot
harder than it is. Although the bunnies are damn hard to avoid, especially with friends like Lance
who throw parties all the time.I change the subject. “Did you find Natasha?”“Nah. She was
already gone by the time I got inside.” A twitch under his eye is the only tell that I’ve hit a nerve.
“You know, if you disappeared with one of the bunnies for a while, no one would say anything.”I
take off my sunglasses and pin him with a cold glare. “My balls could be so fucking blue they
look like they’ve been handled by a Smurf, and I still wouldn’t do that to Sunny.”He raises his
hands in the air. “I’m sorry, man. I didn’t mean to upset you. I just figured . . . I don’t know. It can’t
be easy. She’s all the way in Canada, and you’re here. Long-distance relationships don’t really
work, you know?”I drop my sunglasses back in place. I don’t want to think about it not working,
which is a real possibility. I don’t know the stats on long-distance relationships, but I’m guessing
they aren’t good.Realistically, if me and Sunny are going to be long term, one of us will have to
relocate. Since my job is always subject to change, that would mean Sunny going where I go,
and she’d need a job that’s easy to do anywhere. It’s something I’ve already put thought into,
which says more than I’m willing to admit about how I feel about her.I nab one of the lawn chair
floaty things and toss it in the water, jumping in after it. This isn’t a conversation I want to have
with Lance, not before I see Sunny. Sometimes I feel like this whole thing is set up to be a failure
from the start.I must fall asleep on my floaty chair, because all of a sudden I’m really fucking
awake, and I have to take a piss. Getting out means dealing with the bunnies. I paddle over to
the edge and hoist myself up. Instead of passing about twenty of them to get into the house—
they’ve multiplied while I napped—I head for the pool house bathroom. No one else is in here,
thank God. I’ve accidentally walked in on people getting it on more than once.When I come out
of the bathroom, a familiar-looking girl is waiting outside the door.“Buck!” She wraps her arms
around my neck.“Hey.” I pat her back, fully aware she’s wearing nothing but a tiny string bikini,
and there’s absolutely no ass to the thing. I can feel her boobs against my stomach. There’s too
much skin. My dick wants to react. I think about dead kittens and roadkill to stop a hard-on from
forming.Eventually she lets go and takes a step back. It’s not enough. She’s still too close. I keep
my eyes on her face and try not to see her cleavage. I wrack my brain for a name, for something
beyond the customary “Honey” I’m used to. I’ve got nothing.“It’s been a while,” she says. “I
haven’t seen you at the bars. You hanging somewhere new these days?” Her desperation isn’t
attractive.“I haven’t been going out as much.”She pops a hip and pouts. Her lips are red like
cherries, or blood, or Satan’s ball sac. “That’s too bad. I think some of us are going to the club



tomorrow night. You should come.”“I’m out of town. Maybe another time.” I step out of the way so
she can get to the bathroom. “I should, uh . . . give you some privacy. The fan doesn’t work in
there.”It’s a stupid thing to say, but I don’t care. I need to get away from this mostly naked chick
who I evidently have a brief history with. I leave her to do her thing and head back to the pool. It’s
no better.A few girls have gotten in the water. Two of them are latched onto Randy, their hair
pulled up in ponytails. More of them are losing their shirts and shorts, so it’s skin, skin, and more
skin. Some chick hands me a beer, and I take it, since it’s the polite thing to do.Unwilling to get
back in the pool with all the half-naked girls in there, I drop down in one of the lounge chairs on
the patio.“Oh my God! You’re Buck Butterson! But your real name is Miller, right?”A curvy
brunette is standing right in front of me, and her friend, a skinny blonde, looks horrified. I’m
shocked she knows my real name.“I’m sorry. I don’t mean to—God, I can’t—you’re amazing. I
love you. I mean, you’re an awesome player. Chicago won after you got traded! And that was
bogus on Miami’s part. You didn’t do a damn thing wrong. The media can suck it. Anyway, you
were outstanding during the finals. I’m so sorry. I don’t think I can stop myself.”I smile. She’s a
real fan—the kind who gets genuinely excited about the game, and not just about my dick.“It’s
cool.” I extend my hand.She grabs it and squeezes, shaking harder than necessary. “Jessabelle.”
Her cheeks go a vibrant shade of red. “But my friends call me Jellie.”“Like peanut butter and
jelly?”“But with an -ie on the end. Is that weird? It probably is. Is it okay for me to call you Miller? I
know you go by Buck, but if it’s okay—”“It’s cool. You’re cool. Take a breath.”“Wow. Great.
Awesome. You’re so blond. You’re like a real-life Ken doll, but your hair’s not plastic. Who’s the
girl who always posts stuff about you being a yeti?” She glances at my arms. “You don’t have that
much hair.”Fucking Vi and her comments on Facebook. “I only turn on the yeti moon.” When all I
get is a blank look, I say, “My sister thinks it’s hilarious to post that BS.”She nods like she
understands. “She’s funny, right? Do you think I could get a picture with you?”“Yeah. Sure.” I don’t
consider her outfit—she’s in a pair of booty shorts and a bikini top that barely covers her nipples
—or that I’m only wearing a pair of swim shorts.She pulls her phone from her back pocket and
hands it to her friend. Then she drops down in my lap and wraps herself around me. Before I can
stop her, Jellie’s friend starts snapping pics.“Whoa! Hold up!” I raise my hands in the air so I’m
not touching her anywhere. Well, except for where she’s touching me with all her bare skin,
which is a lot of places. “You can’t post those.”Her friend stops clicking away and once again
looks like she’s about sink into the cement. I move Jellie off of me, touching as little of her as
possible. “I have a girlfriend. My lap isn’t your chair.”“Oh! Oh shit. I thought that was a rumor. I
mean, God. You’ve never had a girlfriend, and I thought maybe since there weren’t any pictures
in the last few weeks you were done . . .” she trails off.“We’re not done.”“Not even after last
night?”What would she know about last night? “I was out with the guys.”She gets this weird look
on her face. She shakes her head. “I’m sorry. I just . . . you’re an awesome player.” She snatches
the phone from her friend and starts deleting pictures, or that’s what I assume she’s doing. I
don’t want to be a creepy asshole and stand over her shoulder to make sure she deletes them
all.“It’s cool. I just don’t want problems. You know?”“Sure. Right. Of course.”I let her friend take



another, far less problematic picture of us standing next to each other, somewhat awkwardly,
while smiling. “Well, if you ever break up and you’re looking for someone to make you feel better,
you can always hit me up on Facebook.”She holds up the phone so I can see her profile. Her
avatar is mostly her boobs. Below is a picture of her sitting in Lance’s lap. Up until this point I
kinda liked her, in a player-to-fan way. Now she’s just another bunny making chairs out of
us.FOURFLASHITY FLASHWATCH YO ASSTwenty minutes later, I’ve abandoned the beer, and
I’m nursing a mineral water, flipping burgers on the BBQ. This seems to be the safest place to
hang out, away from the bunnies in the pool who are buzzed enough to stop protecting their hair.
Randy comes over with my phone. “I think you need to check this.”“Is it working again? I got
nothing an hour ago.”He drops the device in my palm. “Yeah, man, I turned it on, and it’s good to
go. You got a shitton of messages. You might want to look at your flight details—you know, to
make sure you got the time right.”That was probably the one thing I forgot to do—turn it on—but I
keep this to myself because I don’t need to look like an idiot. Usually I can count on Amber, my
Personal Assistant to send me a million messages—most of them audio—so I don’t forget
important things like flights and dates and events. But since she’s away on some portaging trip in
the middle of nowhere for the next two weeks, I can’t count on her managing my life, which
means I have to do it myself.Table of ContentsPUCKED
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journey.Jessica R Hodnett, thank you for sharing your horrifically painful wolf spider story with me
—and the pictures. They were helpful in ways I’m sure you’ll understand soon enough.To my WC
crew who have watched all of this unfold, thank you for supporting both sides of my life and
being my friends and cheerleaders along the way.As always, to the originals, my fandom friends
who have been with me from the beginning, I’m here because of you.Author NoteAdded
September 2019I decided to add this note because of a conversation I had with a small group of
readers at Book Bonanza in Dallas this year. We were talking about the Pucked Series and the
conversation shifted to this book, and Miller and Sunny’s story. If you’ve read Pucked then you’ll
know that Miller has a bit of a reputation and that Sunny is Alex Waters’ younger sister, who he
happens to be highly protective of (as a good older brother is).While we were discussing Sunny
and Miller’s relationship I mentioned that both Sunny and Miller have learning exceptionalities (or
learning disabilities, but I prefer the term exceptionality as it’s more widely used in education)
which received an “ooooooh” reaction. It hadn’t occurred to me that readers might not realize
this, but once I explained what I meant suddenly all the puzzle pieces fell into the place. So I felt
this author note might help frame Sunny and Miller’s very sweet connection.I grew up with a



sibling with a learning exceptionality, and my first career was working with individuals with
unique learning profiles, so it’s always been part of my life. I’ve never looked at exceptionalities
as a hindrance, it’s one facet of a person and doesn’t define them, but sometimes simply being
aware helps us understand why what comes easily and naturally to one person might not be so
easy for another.While these exceptionalities are not the focus of the story, I thought it might help
frame some of Sunny and Miller’s interactions and how they handle situations. We all have
strengths and weaknesses, and we all deserve to be loved because of them, not in spite of
them.~HelenaAuthor NoteAdded September 2019I decided to add this note because of a
conversation I had with a small group of readers at Book Bonanza in Dallas this year. We were
talking about the Pucked Series and the conversation shifted to this book, and Miller and
Sunny’s story. If you’ve read Pucked then you’ll know that Miller has a bit of a reputation and that
Sunny is Alex Waters’ younger sister, who he happens to be highly protective of (as a good older
brother is).While we were discussing Sunny and Miller’s relationship I mentioned that both
Sunny and Miller have learning exceptionalities (or learning disabilities, but I prefer the term
exceptionality as it’s more widely used in education) which received an “ooooooh” reaction. It
hadn’t occurred to me that readers might not realize this, but once I explained what I meant
suddenly all the puzzle pieces fell into the place. So I felt this author note might help frame
Sunny and Miller’s very sweet connection.I grew up with a sibling with a learning exceptionality,
and my first career was working with individuals with unique learning profiles, so it’s always been
part of my life. I’ve never looked at exceptionalities as a hindrance, it’s one facet of a person and
doesn’t define them, but sometimes simply being aware helps us understand why what comes
easily and naturally to one person might not be so easy for another.While these exceptionalities
are not the focus of the story, I thought it might help frame some of Sunny and Miller’s
interactions and how they handle situations. We all have strengths and weaknesses, and we all
deserve to be loved because of them, not in spite of them.~HelenaONEWASTED IS AS
WASTED DOESI’m super wasted. Like, messed up to the point that Lance, my teammate, has
two sets of eyes.“I’mma go home.” In my head those are the words I’m speaking, but in reality I
think it comes out more like a groan. I take an unstable step toward the line of waiting cabs
outside the bar.Lance puts a hand on my shoulder, his grin sloppy. He’s almost as drunk as me.
“Your car’s at my place, Butterson. Come back with us.”“I can get it in the morning.” My words run
together, but he seems to understand.“Just get in the limo, man.” Lance looks to Randy, another
teammate and one of my closest childhood friends, for backup.“The trainer’ll be at Lance’s at ten-
thirty, remember?” Randy says. “You can roll out of bed and right into the pool.”“Then I don’t have
to call you fifty times to get your ass up,” Lance adds.“Come back with us, Buck!”One of Lance’s
puck bunnies uses the nickname I’ve answered to since I was a kid. My real name is Miller. I
wasn’t named after beer. Plus Buck Butterson has a nicer ring than Miller Butterson—too many
“ers” in it.The three girls Lance has convinced to come back to his place are fixing each other’s
hair and messing with each other’s makeup while I debate making bad choices.Lance smiles—
all horny bastard—and pats me on the back. “Come on, man, you’re gonna be away for a couple



weeks. Last chance to party it up.”I mumble something even I can’t understand and lean on the
limo so I don’t have to hold my own weight. The shooters were a bad idea. There were too many.
I might have paid for them.I wait while the girls get in the limo. As drunk as I am, I still have a few
manners left. The last one bends over, and her micro-mini rides up, giving me a full shot of
naked beaver before she sits down. I’m definitely not getting in beside her.Lance elbows me in
the arm. “Get in, Buck.”“You first. They’re your bunnies.”Going back to Lance’s is not a good plan,
but I’ve already said I would, and he has a point about my car being at his place.He shrugs and
holds on to the door frame, sticking his head inside. “Whose lap am I sitting on?” He throws
himself into the limo.The girls squeal, and laughter follows.I put a hand on Randy’s chest to stop
him before he gets in, too. “Don’t let me do anything stupid, ’kay, man?”“Don’t worry, Miller. I’ll
take on two if I have to.” He winks, but he’s serious.Randy’s one of the few people who uses my
real name, aside from my dad when he’s pissed. Growing up in Chicago, he lived down the
street from me. We’ve played hockey together since we both learned how to skate. When we
were drafted to the NHL in our first semester of college, we ended up on different teams. Five
years later, we’re back on the same team again, Randy having been traded to Chicago after the
season ended. Being off season, it took him all of two weeks to move back. It’s good to have him
here. We’ve stayed tight over the years; if anyone is going to help keep me from fucking shit up,
it’s him.Randy gets into the limo and sits between two of the girls. This leaves the bench seat
wide open for me. I slide in and stretch out, taking up the entire thing.Lance already has his arm
around Flash Beaver, and her friend in the middle seems like she’s not sure what to do. When
she makes a move to sit with me, Lance hugs her to his side and whispers something in her ear.
Her eyes widen, and she bites her lip, but she stays where she is.Going home in a cab by myself
would’ve been the smarter move. Then I wouldn’t be facing unnecessary temptation. Sometimes
it’s hard as fuck to make the right choices, like removing myself from a situation in which bunnies
will inevitably offer up pussy that I’ll have to turn down.It’s not that I can’t go without. I’ve just
been choosing the alternative for the past five years. And quitting cold turkey has been way more
difficult than I ever expected. Lance and Flash Beaver have turned toward the corner of the limo
now. I’m pretty sure he’s got his hand up her skirt already, judging by the giggle followed by a
moan. I close my eyes and lean against the armrest. I’m tired. And hungry. I need pizza.I root
around in my pocket for my phone. I have messages: a couple of texts and a voice mail from my
sister, Violet, and a few more from my girlfriend, Sunny. Well, she’s kinda my girlfriend. I want her
to be my girlfriend. Sunny’s the reason Randy—or maybe Lance—is taking one for the team, and
I’m sitting over here by myself.I’ve been doing everything I can to move things in the girlfriend
direction for the last few months, but Sunny’s hard to pin down. Way worse than me, but not in a
slutty way. Sunny’s the opposite of slutty. She’s not as easily charmed by me as most women. I
actually have to work to get her to date me.It doesn’t help that her brother, Alex Waters, is one of
my teammates. He’s also engaged to my sister, and he’s captain of the team. Waters hates me.
It’s complicated. The first night I met Sunny, I considered—for half a second—sleeping with her
to get back at him. I’m a player, not an asshole. Besides Sunny wasn’t interested in getting naked



with me. She actually wanted to talk. And I liked her. So I got her number instead. That was
months ago. She still won’t sleep with me. Yet. I’m hoping to change that soon.I try to read my
text messages, but my vision is blurry, and the words all jumble together—even worse than
usual. I can’t use the text-to-speech app in here like I normally would because the music’s too
loud and everyone will hear my business. Plus sometimes my sister’s messages are assholey.
She has no filter. At all.“I’m hungry. Anyone else hungry?” I yell over the music.Lance is too busy
sucking face, but Randy raises his hand. The girls on either side of him shrug. The one stuck in
the middle of everything looks like she’d rather be anywhere but here.I pull up Siri and ask her to
call my favorite pizza joint. It takes a few tries to get her to do what I want, partly because I’m
slurring my words and partly because the music interferes. Finally someone turns it down so I’m
able to put an order in.“Is the address five-two-one or two-five-one?” I ask Randy when they get
to that part of the ordering process.“Five-two-one.”“You’re sure it’s not two-five-one?”Lance takes
a break from sucking the chick’s face off to get on my case. “You’ve been at my house a million
times, and you still can’t get the address right?”I flip him the bird. “I’m dyslexic and drunk, but
thanks for being an asshole about it.” I probably shouldn’t have said that. It’s not something I
usually talk about in front of bunnies. It’s frustrating to be twenty-three and shitty at reading. I give
the pizza guy the right address. Then I end the call and slip my phone back into my pocket.Ten
minutes later, we pull into Lance’s driveway. I’m the first out of the car, and I practically fall up the
steps to his door. I use the doorjamb for support while I wait for everyone else. I should know the
code to get into the house, but I always forget it.Lance and Flash Beaver are last to get out of the
limo. True to her name, she gives us all a beaver shot—my second of the limo trip—as she slides
across the bench. When her feet hit the ground, Lance steps in front of her, blocking her from
view. He leans down to adjust her skirt, which is nice. When he’s in a mood, he’ll let girls make
fools out of themselves and laugh about it later. He can be a dick sometimes.Her friends are
giggling and whispering, being bitchy and judgy. Well, the one who was sidled up to Randy is;
the other one looks uncomfortable. Of the three girls Randy and Lance picked up tonight, she
seems the most reserved. Maybe she’s not all that excited about sharing a dick.“You’re the best,
man. Have I told you that lately?” I ask Randy, while I rest my head on the closed door and
attempt to hit the doorbell. I keep missing it.“That’s what the girls tell me.”I scoff and aim for the
doorbell again, hitting it this time. The tone is actually a line from a movie. I can’t quite remember
which one, but it’s funny, so I keep punching it until Lance and Flash Beaver finally make it to the
door.Lance keys in the code. “I don’t think that’s a good place to stand, Butterson.”“I’m fine.” My
eyes are closed. I’m feeling like bed might be a nice place to be. Screw the pizza.His meaning
doesn’t register until the door gives way. I put my hands up to grab for the jambs, but I’m not
quick enough. I fall face first into his front foyer. The hardwood floor doesn’t make it a soft
landing.I grunt on impact, and one of the girls rushes over to help me while Lance laughs his ass
off. I tell her I’m fine and lie there for a few seconds before I roll over onto my back. Flash Beaver
gets me again. I can see right up her skirt from the floor. It’s like a loose meat sandwich up in
there. I’ve seen more beaver in the last thirty minutes than I have since I started trying to date



Sunny.Randy puts a hand out to help me up.I wave him off. “I’ll stay here until the pizza arrives,
yeah?”“That could take a while. Let’s get you a couch.” I take his hand, but make no effort to help
with the whole standing-up business. When he’s about to give up, I yank his arm and he ends up
on the floor with me. I put him in a headlock.He scrambles to get out, but he’s drunk too, and I
have the element of surprise. “Fuck you, asshole,” he tells me.“Oh my God!” One of the girls
screams while we wrestle on the floor like idiots. “Are they seriously fighting? Shouldn’t you stop
them?”“They’re fine.” Lance puts a hand on two of the ladies’ lower backs. “Come on. Let’s get
some drinks and hit the hot tub.”Randy elbows me in the side, and I let him go. He rolls over and
pops up, weaving as he follows Lance and the bunnies. It’s a lot of work to get my ass off the
floor, but I manage. I slide-walk down the hall with my shoulder against the wall to stop from
falling over again.I need water—and that horrible drink my trainer, Natasha, gives me when I’m
hungover. But Lance’s kitchen is way far away. I stumble into the massive living room and over to
the unoccupied couch. When my knees hit the arm, I fall forward like a tree. My aim is bad, and
I’m on an angle, so I roll off and smack my head on the coffee table.“Ow! Fuck!” There isn’t
enough space for me to turn onto my back, so I lie there instead, wedged between the couch
and the coffee table.Lance laughs. “You all right, Butterson?”“There’s a spent condom under
here.”“Oh yeah? Wanna get that for me.”“Pretty sure I don’t.” It’s covered in dust, but I can tell it’s
red—so he definitely got it from me. Or maybe I’m the one who used it. I have no idea. I always
order the assorted rainbow pack that comes with the big container of lube.I’ve nicknamed the
condoms according to color: red is for devil dick, green is the green giant, blue is for smurf cock,
and the black is the sledgehammer. I’m not a fan of the yellow ones; they look less banana-y and
more like my dick has jaundice. My personal faves are the glow-in-the-dark ones, which make
my dick look like a big glow stick.“You gonna lie on the floor, or are you coming outside to hang
in the hot tub?”“I’ll be out in a few minutes.”“Whatever you say, Butterson. But if you fall asleep
there, I’m not waking your ass up.”“That’s fine.”I watch pointy heels teetering toward the patio
doors.“I don’t have a bathing suit,” says Flash Beaver.Lance puts an arm around her waist, his
hand settling on her ass. “Who needs bathing suits?”Loud music blasts through the house and
the outdoor speakers. I hear a distant splash and a scream. Someone got thrown in the pool. I
lay with my cheek mashed against the floor, staring at the dusty condom, wishing I’d gone home
instead of coming here. I must pass out like that, because the next thing I know, the doorbell’s
ringing. It takes me three tries to get up. Then the door isn’t staying still, so it’s hard to get to.I pay
the pizza guy with my credit card and take the boxes and six-pack of soda. I don’t bother to call
the other guys. If I know Lance, he’s got those girls down to their bras and underwear—except
for the one who wasn’t wearing any in the first place.I take the pizza over to the coffee table,
crack a soda, and chug it. I need to hydrate so I don’t puke like a pussy during tomorrow’s
training session. Water would be better, but I’m already sitting down. Before I dig in, I take off my
pants. I’m not worried about spilling food on them; I’m just tired of wearing jeans. I also like the
freedom from clothes. I run hot, so it’s nice when I can strip down to the bare essentials, which is
often nothing.Since I’m not in my own house, I keep the boxers and T-shirt on. I don’t normally do



underwear, but clubs are hot. They make my balls stick to my leg otherwise. I get comfortable on
the couch. It’s white leather, which is a stupid color choice, but whatever. I flip open the pizza
box, groaning at the sight of melted cheese and piles of meaty awesomeness.When Sunny and I
order pizza, there isn’t even cheese. She doesn’t eat anything with a face, or that came from
something with a face. I don’t think I could live without cow in my life, but that’s me.As I tear a
slice free, the cheese clings to his brothers like he’s terrified of his fate. I lean over the box—I’m
too lazy to go to the kitchen and get a plate—and take a huge bite. It’s hot. Like, out-of-the-oven
hot, which is crazy because it’s clearly not just out of the oven. If I was less drunk, I might have
paid attention to the puff of steam when I tore out the first slice, but I’m in too much of a hurry to
get food in my belly.The cheese scalds the roof of my mouth and strings settle on my chin,
burning that, too. I drop the slice, half of it drooping over the edge of the box onto the coffee table
and the most recent edition of The Hockey News. Cracking another soda, I chug half the can to
cool my mouth. I suck at life tonight.While I wait for the pizza to cool, I search for the remote. It’s
not on the coffee table or under the pizza box. I find it stuck between the couch cushions along
with a pair of panties. I leave those where they are.Two in the morning doesn’t boast much in the
way of quality programming. Other than infomercials and porn, I have a choice between sports
highlights and old sitcoms or the music video channel. I flip aimlessly, pausing at some bad porn.
I doubt I’ll have the energy to whack off later. I might be drunk enough to have whiskey dick, even
though I don’t drink whiskey.I settle on the music video channel and get back to the pizza, which
is now cool enough to eat. I devour half the box and nod off on the couch. The only reason I
wake up is because my phone rings. It’s in my pants, which are on the floor about twenty feet
away, so I miss the call. I decide I’d rather sleep in a bed than on Lance’s couch. I’ve crashed
here enough times since I was traded mid-season to have a room I call dibs on when I get too
wasted to take my ass home.I have no idea if Lance and Randy are still outside with the girls. If
they are, there’s a good chance that hot tub is going to need a serious cleaning tomorrow. I
almost trip over my pants on the way upstairs. I drag them with me to the second floor and crash
into the spare bedroom.Kicking the door closed, I pull my shirt over my head, drop my boxers,
and fall face down on the mattress. Music still pounds through the speakers outside, making the
whole house vibrate. It’s not pop anymore; it’s some cheesy love ballad from the eighties. It
sounds like something Sunny would like.Thinking about her makes my dick excited, which sucks
because I don’t have the coordination to do anything about it. I hate that she doesn’t live closer.
Canada isn’t that far from Chicago, but it’s enough distance that it makes this whole dating thing
that much harder.I want to call her. I know it’s a bad idea. I’m drunk, and she’s probably asleep,
considering it’s after two in the morning. Or maybe it’s already five. I can’t read the clock. My
logic filter isn’t working, so I feel around for my pants. They’re on the floor. I almost fall out of bed
trying to get them. I dig the phone out of the pocket. The battery reads nine percent. It’s enough
for a quick call. It’ll probably go to voice mail anyway.As predicted, it rings four times, and I get
her message.“You’ve reached Sunshine Waters. I’m probably busy cleansing my chi, but when
I’m done I’ll give you a dingle. Remember, karma is your friend!”I hang up without leaving a



message and call again. I get voice mail a second time. On the third try, she picks up.“Hello?”
Her voice is raspy with sleep. It’s similar to how she sounds when she comes. I’ve only been able
to do that with my fingers so far. Sunny wants to take things slow. I need to get control of the
puck before I can score my favorite kind of goal.“Hey, sweets. Did I wake you?” It’s a stupid
question. Of course I woke her; I called three times in the middle of the night.“Miller?”“I’m sorry.
It’s late isn’t it?” I roll over onto my back and starfish, letting my balls breathe. The rustle of
sheets filters through the phone. I imagine what she might be wearing based on our late-night
Skype chats. She’s a baggy-shirt-and-shorts girl. Sometimes she wears one of those sheer
shirts so it’s like she’s naked, but not. Sadly, she always wears a sports bra with it. Those things
are the worst invention in the world. They ruin perfectly good cleavage.“What time is it?”“Uh,” I
squint at the clock on the nightstand, as if that’s going to make it easier to read the numbers. I’m
better with analog clocks than digital ones. “Pretty early.”“In the morning?”“Yeah.”“Is everything
okay?”“Yeah.”There’s a long pause in which neither of us speaks. “Were you out with the boys
tonight?”“Yeah.”The softness in her voice is replaced by sharpness. “Who?”“The usual. Randy
Ballistic and Lance Romero. A few of the other guys showed up later.”“So you’re drunk?”I knew I
shouldn’t have called. I wish I had someone around to stop me from doing stupid shit all the time.
At least Randy kept the bunnies occupied and away from me. Most of the time Lance isn’t much
help. He encourages bad decision-making.“I had a few drinks. I wanted to hear your voice.” It
sounds like a line, but it’s not. I really do want to hear her voice, even if that makes me seem
whipped.She makes a little noise, like maybe she’s stretching or trying to get comfortable. It
goes straight to my dick, inflating it like a helium balloon.“That’s sweet, Miller,” she says on a
sigh. I love that she uses my real name instead of my nickname. “But don’t you think it would be
better to call when you’re sober and it’s not the middle of the night? You interrupted a nice
dream.”“What kind of dream? Was it a sex dream?”“I’m not telling you.”“It was, wasn’t it?”“I’m not
saying anything.”“It’ll be a million times better when you let me get you naked in real life.”“Don’t
get ahead of yourself, Butterson.”“I’m just sayin’, when you let it happen, it’s gonna be awesome
times a billion.”She sighs.“Sweets?”“You should sleep off whatever you drank. Are you still
coming tomorrow?”“I’ll come for you right now, baby.”There’s a knock on the door. I hear Randy’s
voice followed by a giggle. I cover the receiver, at least I think I do, and shout, “I’m sleeping!”“Are
you at home? Who’s with you?”“I’m at Lance’s.”After a sharp inhale she asks, “Are you staying
there overnight?”“Natasha’s coming in the morning.”“Who?”“Our trainer. We’re using the pool for
plyometrics.” I’m way less slurry now, so I can get that word out without messing it up. “Plus my
car’s here, and I’m being responsible by not driving.”“Are there girls there now?”“Lance invited
some friends back. I’m in bed.”“How many friends?”“A few.”“Are any of them your friends?”“No,
baby. The only friend I have right now is my left hand.”A long silence follows.“Sunny? You still
there?”“I’m here. I should go, though. It’s late. I have to teach yoga first thing in the morning.”“You
sure you don’t want to tell me about that dream you were having?”That gets a half-hearted
laugh. “You’re impossible. You should lock your door. ‘Night, Miller.”My phone dies before I can
answer her. I don’t have a charger handy, and I’m too tired to put clothes back on and look for



one. Instead I shut my eyes and picture Sunny in her bikini—that’s the least amount of clothing
I’ve seen her in—and grab onto my kinda-hard dick. I don’t have enough coordination, brain
power, or energy to keep the image in my head and rub one out, so I just hold my handle in one
hand and my dead phone in the other.Then I pass the fuck out.ONEWASTED IS AS WASTED
DOESI’m super wasted. Like, messed up to the point that Lance, my teammate, has two sets of
eyes.“I’mma go home.” In my head those are the words I’m speaking, but in reality I think it
comes out more like a groan. I take an unstable step toward the line of waiting cabs outside the
bar.Lance puts a hand on my shoulder, his grin sloppy. He’s almost as drunk as me. “Your car’s
at my place, Butterson. Come back with us.”“I can get it in the morning.” My words run together,
but he seems to understand.“Just get in the limo, man.” Lance looks to Randy, another teammate
and one of my closest childhood friends, for backup.“The trainer’ll be at Lance’s at ten-thirty,
remember?” Randy says. “You can roll out of bed and right into the pool.”“Then I don’t have to
call you fifty times to get your ass up,” Lance adds.“Come back with us, Buck!”One of Lance’s
puck bunnies uses the nickname I’ve answered to since I was a kid. My real name is Miller. I
wasn’t named after beer. Plus Buck Butterson has a nicer ring than Miller Butterson—too many
“ers” in it.The three girls Lance has convinced to come back to his place are fixing each other’s
hair and messing with each other’s makeup while I debate making bad choices.Lance smiles—
all horny bastard—and pats me on the back. “Come on, man, you’re gonna be away for a couple
weeks. Last chance to party it up.”I mumble something even I can’t understand and lean on the
limo so I don’t have to hold my own weight. The shooters were a bad idea. There were too many.
I might have paid for them.I wait while the girls get in the limo. As drunk as I am, I still have a few
manners left. The last one bends over, and her micro-mini rides up, giving me a full shot of
naked beaver before she sits down. I’m definitely not getting in beside her.Lance elbows me in
the arm. “Get in, Buck.”“You first. They’re your bunnies.”Going back to Lance’s is not a good plan,
but I’ve already said I would, and he has a point about my car being at his place.He shrugs and
holds on to the door frame, sticking his head inside. “Whose lap am I sitting on?” He throws
himself into the limo.The girls squeal, and laughter follows.I put a hand on Randy’s chest to stop
him before he gets in, too. “Don’t let me do anything stupid, ’kay, man?”“Don’t worry, Miller. I’ll
take on two if I have to.” He winks, but he’s serious.Randy’s one of the few people who uses my
real name, aside from my dad when he’s pissed. Growing up in Chicago, he lived down the
street from me. We’ve played hockey together since we both learned how to skate. When we
were drafted to the NHL in our first semester of college, we ended up on different teams. Five
years later, we’re back on the same team again, Randy having been traded to Chicago after the
season ended. Being off season, it took him all of two weeks to move back. It’s good to have him
here. We’ve stayed tight over the years; if anyone is going to help keep me from fucking shit up,
it’s him.Randy gets into the limo and sits between two of the girls. This leaves the bench seat
wide open for me. I slide in and stretch out, taking up the entire thing.Lance already has his arm
around Flash Beaver, and her friend in the middle seems like she’s not sure what to do. When
she makes a move to sit with me, Lance hugs her to his side and whispers something in her ear.



Her eyes widen, and she bites her lip, but she stays where she is.Going home in a cab by myself
would’ve been the smarter move. Then I wouldn’t be facing unnecessary temptation. Sometimes
it’s hard as fuck to make the right choices, like removing myself from a situation in which bunnies
will inevitably offer up pussy that I’ll have to turn down.It’s not that I can’t go without. I’ve just
been choosing the alternative for the past five years. And quitting cold turkey has been way more
difficult than I ever expected. Lance and Flash Beaver have turned toward the corner of the limo
now. I’m pretty sure he’s got his hand up her skirt already, judging by the giggle followed by a
moan. I close my eyes and lean against the armrest. I’m tired. And hungry. I need pizza.I root
around in my pocket for my phone. I have messages: a couple of texts and a voice mail from my
sister, Violet, and a few more from my girlfriend, Sunny. Well, she’s kinda my girlfriend. I want her
to be my girlfriend. Sunny’s the reason Randy—or maybe Lance—is taking one for the team, and
I’m sitting over here by myself.I’ve been doing everything I can to move things in the girlfriend
direction for the last few months, but Sunny’s hard to pin down. Way worse than me, but not in a
slutty way. Sunny’s the opposite of slutty. She’s not as easily charmed by me as most women. I
actually have to work to get her to date me.It doesn’t help that her brother, Alex Waters, is one of
my teammates. He’s also engaged to my sister, and he’s captain of the team. Waters hates me.
It’s complicated. The first night I met Sunny, I considered—for half a second—sleeping with her
to get back at him. I’m a player, not an asshole. Besides Sunny wasn’t interested in getting naked
with me. She actually wanted to talk. And I liked her. So I got her number instead. That was
months ago. She still won’t sleep with me. Yet. I’m hoping to change that soon.I try to read my
text messages, but my vision is blurry, and the words all jumble together—even worse than
usual. I can’t use the text-to-speech app in here like I normally would because the music’s too
loud and everyone will hear my business. Plus sometimes my sister’s messages are assholey.
She has no filter. At all.“I’m hungry. Anyone else hungry?” I yell over the music.Lance is too busy
sucking face, but Randy raises his hand. The girls on either side of him shrug. The one stuck in
the middle of everything looks like she’d rather be anywhere but here.I pull up Siri and ask her to
call my favorite pizza joint. It takes a few tries to get her to do what I want, partly because I’m
slurring my words and partly because the music interferes. Finally someone turns it down so I’m
able to put an order in.“Is the address five-two-one or two-five-one?” I ask Randy when they get
to that part of the ordering process.“Five-two-one.”“You’re sure it’s not two-five-one?”Lance takes
a break from sucking the chick’s face off to get on my case. “You’ve been at my house a million
times, and you still can’t get the address right?”I flip him the bird. “I’m dyslexic and drunk, but
thanks for being an asshole about it.” I probably shouldn’t have said that. It’s not something I
usually talk about in front of bunnies. It’s frustrating to be twenty-three and shitty at reading. I give
the pizza guy the right address. Then I end the call and slip my phone back into my pocket.Ten
minutes later, we pull into Lance’s driveway. I’m the first out of the car, and I practically fall up the
steps to his door. I use the doorjamb for support while I wait for everyone else. I should know the
code to get into the house, but I always forget it.Lance and Flash Beaver are last to get out of the
limo. True to her name, she gives us all a beaver shot—my second of the limo trip—as she slides



across the bench. When her feet hit the ground, Lance steps in front of her, blocking her from
view. He leans down to adjust her skirt, which is nice. When he’s in a mood, he’ll let girls make
fools out of themselves and laugh about it later. He can be a dick sometimes.Her friends are
giggling and whispering, being bitchy and judgy. Well, the one who was sidled up to Randy is;
the other one looks uncomfortable. Of the three girls Randy and Lance picked up tonight, she
seems the most reserved. Maybe she’s not all that excited about sharing a dick.“You’re the best,
man. Have I told you that lately?” I ask Randy, while I rest my head on the closed door and
attempt to hit the doorbell. I keep missing it.“That’s what the girls tell me.”I scoff and aim for the
doorbell again, hitting it this time. The tone is actually a line from a movie. I can’t quite remember
which one, but it’s funny, so I keep punching it until Lance and Flash Beaver finally make it to the
door.Lance keys in the code. “I don’t think that’s a good place to stand, Butterson.”“I’m fine.” My
eyes are closed. I’m feeling like bed might be a nice place to be. Screw the pizza.His meaning
doesn’t register until the door gives way. I put my hands up to grab for the jambs, but I’m not
quick enough. I fall face first into his front foyer. The hardwood floor doesn’t make it a soft
landing.I grunt on impact, and one of the girls rushes over to help me while Lance laughs his ass
off. I tell her I’m fine and lie there for a few seconds before I roll over onto my back. Flash Beaver
gets me again. I can see right up her skirt from the floor. It’s like a loose meat sandwich up in
there. I’ve seen more beaver in the last thirty minutes than I have since I started trying to date
Sunny.Randy puts a hand out to help me up.I wave him off. “I’ll stay here until the pizza arrives,
yeah?”“That could take a while. Let’s get you a couch.” I take his hand, but make no effort to help
with the whole standing-up business. When he’s about to give up, I yank his arm and he ends up
on the floor with me. I put him in a headlock.He scrambles to get out, but he’s drunk too, and I
have the element of surprise. “Fuck you, asshole,” he tells me.“Oh my God!” One of the girls
screams while we wrestle on the floor like idiots. “Are they seriously fighting? Shouldn’t you stop
them?”“They’re fine.” Lance puts a hand on two of the ladies’ lower backs. “Come on. Let’s get
some drinks and hit the hot tub.”Randy elbows me in the side, and I let him go. He rolls over and
pops up, weaving as he follows Lance and the bunnies. It’s a lot of work to get my ass off the
floor, but I manage. I slide-walk down the hall with my shoulder against the wall to stop from
falling over again.I need water—and that horrible drink my trainer, Natasha, gives me when I’m
hungover. But Lance’s kitchen is way far away. I stumble into the massive living room and over to
the unoccupied couch. When my knees hit the arm, I fall forward like a tree. My aim is bad, and
I’m on an angle, so I roll off and smack my head on the coffee table.“Ow! Fuck!” There isn’t
enough space for me to turn onto my back, so I lie there instead, wedged between the couch
and the coffee table.Lance laughs. “You all right, Butterson?”“There’s a spent condom under
here.”“Oh yeah? Wanna get that for me.”“Pretty sure I don’t.” It’s covered in dust, but I can tell it’s
red—so he definitely got it from me. Or maybe I’m the one who used it. I have no idea. I always
order the assorted rainbow pack that comes with the big container of lube.I’ve nicknamed the
condoms according to color: red is for devil dick, green is the green giant, blue is for smurf cock,
and the black is the sledgehammer. I’m not a fan of the yellow ones; they look less banana-y and



more like my dick has jaundice. My personal faves are the glow-in-the-dark ones, which make
my dick look like a big glow stick.“You gonna lie on the floor, or are you coming outside to hang
in the hot tub?”“I’ll be out in a few minutes.”“Whatever you say, Butterson. But if you fall asleep
there, I’m not waking your ass up.”“That’s fine.”I watch pointy heels teetering toward the patio
doors.“I don’t have a bathing suit,” says Flash Beaver.Lance puts an arm around her waist, his
hand settling on her ass. “Who needs bathing suits?”Loud music blasts through the house and
the outdoor speakers. I hear a distant splash and a scream. Someone got thrown in the pool. I
lay with my cheek mashed against the floor, staring at the dusty condom, wishing I’d gone home
instead of coming here. I must pass out like that, because the next thing I know, the doorbell’s
ringing. It takes me three tries to get up. Then the door isn’t staying still, so it’s hard to get to.I pay
the pizza guy with my credit card and take the boxes and six-pack of soda. I don’t bother to call
the other guys. If I know Lance, he’s got those girls down to their bras and underwear—except
for the one who wasn’t wearing any in the first place.I take the pizza over to the coffee table,
crack a soda, and chug it. I need to hydrate so I don’t puke like a pussy during tomorrow’s
training session. Water would be better, but I’m already sitting down. Before I dig in, I take off my
pants. I’m not worried about spilling food on them; I’m just tired of wearing jeans. I also like the
freedom from clothes. I run hot, so it’s nice when I can strip down to the bare essentials, which is
often nothing.Since I’m not in my own house, I keep the boxers and T-shirt on. I don’t normally do
underwear, but clubs are hot. They make my balls stick to my leg otherwise. I get comfortable on
the couch. It’s white leather, which is a stupid color choice, but whatever. I flip open the pizza
box, groaning at the sight of melted cheese and piles of meaty awesomeness.When Sunny and I
order pizza, there isn’t even cheese. She doesn’t eat anything with a face, or that came from
something with a face. I don’t think I could live without cow in my life, but that’s me.As I tear a
slice free, the cheese clings to his brothers like he’s terrified of his fate. I lean over the box—I’m
too lazy to go to the kitchen and get a plate—and take a huge bite. It’s hot. Like, out-of-the-oven
hot, which is crazy because it’s clearly not just out of the oven. If I was less drunk, I might have
paid attention to the puff of steam when I tore out the first slice, but I’m in too much of a hurry to
get food in my belly.The cheese scalds the roof of my mouth and strings settle on my chin,
burning that, too. I drop the slice, half of it drooping over the edge of the box onto the coffee table
and the most recent edition of The Hockey News. Cracking another soda, I chug half the can to
cool my mouth. I suck at life tonight.While I wait for the pizza to cool, I search for the remote. It’s
not on the coffee table or under the pizza box. I find it stuck between the couch cushions along
with a pair of panties. I leave those where they are.Two in the morning doesn’t boast much in the
way of quality programming. Other than infomercials and porn, I have a choice between sports
highlights and old sitcoms or the music video channel. I flip aimlessly, pausing at some bad porn.
I doubt I’ll have the energy to whack off later. I might be drunk enough to have whiskey dick, even
though I don’t drink whiskey.I settle on the music video channel and get back to the pizza, which
is now cool enough to eat. I devour half the box and nod off on the couch. The only reason I
wake up is because my phone rings. It’s in my pants, which are on the floor about twenty feet



away, so I miss the call. I decide I’d rather sleep in a bed than on Lance’s couch. I’ve crashed
here enough times since I was traded mid-season to have a room I call dibs on when I get too
wasted to take my ass home.I have no idea if Lance and Randy are still outside with the girls. If
they are, there’s a good chance that hot tub is going to need a serious cleaning tomorrow. I
almost trip over my pants on the way upstairs. I drag them with me to the second floor and crash
into the spare bedroom.Kicking the door closed, I pull my shirt over my head, drop my boxers,
and fall face down on the mattress. Music still pounds through the speakers outside, making the
whole house vibrate. It’s not pop anymore; it’s some cheesy love ballad from the eighties. It
sounds like something Sunny would like.Thinking about her makes my dick excited, which sucks
because I don’t have the coordination to do anything about it. I hate that she doesn’t live closer.
Canada isn’t that far from Chicago, but it’s enough distance that it makes this whole dating thing
that much harder.I want to call her. I know it’s a bad idea. I’m drunk, and she’s probably asleep,
considering it’s after two in the morning. Or maybe it’s already five. I can’t read the clock. My
logic filter isn’t working, so I feel around for my pants. They’re on the floor. I almost fall out of bed
trying to get them. I dig the phone out of the pocket. The battery reads nine percent. It’s enough
for a quick call. It’ll probably go to voice mail anyway.As predicted, it rings four times, and I get
her message.“You’ve reached Sunshine Waters. I’m probably busy cleansing my chi, but when
I’m done I’ll give you a dingle. Remember, karma is your friend!”I hang up without leaving a
message and call again. I get voice mail a second time. On the third try, she picks up.“Hello?”
Her voice is raspy with sleep. It’s similar to how she sounds when she comes. I’ve only been able
to do that with my fingers so far. Sunny wants to take things slow. I need to get control of the
puck before I can score my favorite kind of goal.“Hey, sweets. Did I wake you?” It’s a stupid
question. Of course I woke her; I called three times in the middle of the night.“Miller?”“I’m sorry.
It’s late isn’t it?” I roll over onto my back and starfish, letting my balls breathe. The rustle of
sheets filters through the phone. I imagine what she might be wearing based on our late-night
Skype chats. She’s a baggy-shirt-and-shorts girl. Sometimes she wears one of those sheer
shirts so it’s like she’s naked, but not. Sadly, she always wears a sports bra with it. Those things
are the worst invention in the world. They ruin perfectly good cleavage.“What time is it?”“Uh,” I
squint at the clock on the nightstand, as if that’s going to make it easier to read the numbers. I’m
better with analog clocks than digital ones. “Pretty early.”“In the morning?”“Yeah.”“Is everything
okay?”“Yeah.”There’s a long pause in which neither of us speaks. “Were you out with the boys
tonight?”“Yeah.”The softness in her voice is replaced by sharpness. “Who?”“The usual. Randy
Ballistic and Lance Romero. A few of the other guys showed up later.”“So you’re drunk?”I knew I
shouldn’t have called. I wish I had someone around to stop me from doing stupid shit all the time.
At least Randy kept the bunnies occupied and away from me. Most of the time Lance isn’t much
help. He encourages bad decision-making.“I had a few drinks. I wanted to hear your voice.” It
sounds like a line, but it’s not. I really do want to hear her voice, even if that makes me seem
whipped.She makes a little noise, like maybe she’s stretching or trying to get comfortable. It
goes straight to my dick, inflating it like a helium balloon.“That’s sweet, Miller,” she says on a



sigh. I love that she uses my real name instead of my nickname. “But don’t you think it would be
better to call when you’re sober and it’s not the middle of the night? You interrupted a nice
dream.”“What kind of dream? Was it a sex dream?”“I’m not telling you.”“It was, wasn’t it?”“I’m not
saying anything.”“It’ll be a million times better when you let me get you naked in real life.”“Don’t
get ahead of yourself, Butterson.”“I’m just sayin’, when you let it happen, it’s gonna be awesome
times a billion.”She sighs.“Sweets?”“You should sleep off whatever you drank. Are you still
coming tomorrow?”“I’ll come for you right now, baby.”There’s a knock on the door. I hear Randy’s
voice followed by a giggle. I cover the receiver, at least I think I do, and shout, “I’m sleeping!”“Are
you at home? Who’s with you?”“I’m at Lance’s.”After a sharp inhale she asks, “Are you staying
there overnight?”“Natasha’s coming in the morning.”“Who?”“Our trainer. We’re using the pool for
plyometrics.” I’m way less slurry now, so I can get that word out without messing it up. “Plus my
car’s here, and I’m being responsible by not driving.”“Are there girls there now?”“Lance invited
some friends back. I’m in bed.”“How many friends?”“A few.”“Are any of them your friends?”“No,
baby. The only friend I have right now is my left hand.”A long silence follows.“Sunny? You still
there?”“I’m here. I should go, though. It’s late. I have to teach yoga first thing in the morning.”“You
sure you don’t want to tell me about that dream you were having?”That gets a half-hearted
laugh. “You’re impossible. You should lock your door. ‘Night, Miller.”My phone dies before I can
answer her. I don’t have a charger handy, and I’m too tired to put clothes back on and look for
one. Instead I shut my eyes and picture Sunny in her bikini—that’s the least amount of clothing
I’ve seen her in—and grab onto my kinda-hard dick. I don’t have enough coordination, brain
power, or energy to keep the image in my head and rub one out, so I just hold my handle in one
hand and my dead phone in the other.Then I pass the fuck out.TWODICKFACEMy head hurts,
and my mouth tastes like ass. I try not to move, but I can hear horrible music coming from
somewhere outside my room, and it’s ruining my sleep. I crack a lid and cringe at the brightness
coming through the curtains. The first thing I notice is that I’m not in my own bed. It takes me a
while to remember I’m at Lance’s. I have a very vague recollection of a limo ride and lying on the
floor in the living room. I remember a condom and a bare beaver and panic sets in.The other
side of the queen bed is empty, so I’m taking that as a good sign. My raging case of morning
wood and my aching balls are also solid indicators that I didn’t put my dick anywhere I shouldn’t
have.A few months ago the unused pillow would have been occupied by a very satisfied, very
well-used puck bunny. I used to be a dog. I probably still qualify as one, but I’m working on
becoming reformed. It’s not that easy. Women want to ride my dick all the time. Not bringing
honeys home is like passing by McDonald’s during training camp: you know you can’t have it
because it’s not part of the meal plan, so you want it even more.Instead of sex, Sunny and I text
or have video chats. I like those best, especially when it’s late at night. She hangs out in her bed,
and I can ogle her while we talk.Eventually I’m hoping we’ll graduate past conversation to Skype
sex. We haven’t even had real sex yet, so there’s no damn way I’m asking her to have not-real
sex with me over video chat. I need to get past third base and all the way to home first. Until
then, I’ll keep up with the post-Skype-ogle whack-off sessions. It’s frustrating, even though I like



that she’s not slutty like the puck bunnies I’m used to.All this means my dick has gone unused for
the last few months. We’ve done some groping and making out, and she’s had her hand down
my pants and vice versa, but that’s it. It’s weird. I’ve never not had sex on the first “date.”Before
Sunny, if I needed company, all I had to do was pull up my contact list, go to my honeys, call one,
and wait. Usually said honey would arrive within half an hour; the ones who wear too much
makeup take longer. It’s almost like ordering pizza.It wouldn’t matter if I’d just come home from a
workout or practice. I didn’t even have to shower. I could be sweaty and gross, or eat a goddamn
head of garlic raw, and they’d still come and bounce on my dick.Now that I’m trying to get Sunny
to be my girlfriend, that’s not an option, so I’m stuck with my hand. In theory, if I can go without
eating wings for a few months, I should be able to go without sex. It’s a lot harder in practice.I lie
in the bed that’s not mine, trying to remember the end of my night. I have a feeling I might have
drunk-dialed Sunny. I hope she didn’t answer the phone. From the little I remember, I wasn’t in
very good shape.Off season is like this—late nights, lots of partying, drinking, and eating shitty
food, then regretting it all when hardcore training starts again. I reposition my pillow over my
head to drown out the bad music.I’m drifting off when there’s a knock at the door. “Natasha’s
gonna be here in twenty. Get your ass out of bed, Butterson,” Randy yells.I peek out from under
the pillow and stare at the numbers on the clock, willing them to stop moving around so I can
read them. It’s after nine. My phone alarm should’ve gone off half an hour ago. Usually I hit the
snooze button a minimum of four times every morning. I hate waking up almost as much as I
hate asparagus pee. And pop music.A few minutes later there’s another knock at my door.
“Buck?”It’s a female voice this time. It’s vaguely familiar. I ignore it.Another knock. “Randy told
me you need to get up.”I still don’t answer. There’s whispering and giggling on the other side,
followed by the sound of the doorknob turning. It’s unlocked. I’m out of bed in a flash, slamming
my shoulder into the door to hold it closed. I’m naked. With morning wood. And my head hurts
like hell.I slide to the floor, pressing the heels of my hands against my eyes. “I’m up. I’ll be down
in, like, ten.”More giggling follows and then the patter of feet as they move on down the hall,
yelling, “He says he’s up!”I’m still sitting on the floor with my head in my hands several minutes
later when Randy comes knocking. “If you’re not down there in eight minutes, Natasha’s gonna
make you do suicides.”“I’d like to see her try.”Natasha’s been my trainer since I was traded from
Miami to Chicago. She’s tough, but awesome. Sometimes I hate her for it. The threats are
enough to make me pick my ass up off the floor. I flip the lock, though, in case someone else
decides they want to barge into my room.I check the nightstand for my cell, but it’s not there. It’s
not on the floor either, so I sweep my hand across the comforter to see if I accidentally brought it
to bed with me. I find it under the pillow. I take it to the bathroom with me, pushing the button so I
can key in my password and check my messages, but the screen stays blank. My battery must
have died. I set it on the back of the toilet and flip up the seat. I’m hard, so it’s almost impossible
to pee.If my phone wasn’t dead, I’d pull up a picture of Sunny and take care of my problem like
that. Instead, I have to use my imagination. This morning sucks worse than usual. Since I haven’t
seen her naked yet, I have to cobble together images of her mostly naked in her bikini and



imagine what her bare tits would look like. Eventually I give up and grab one of the trashy
magazines from the rack on the floor and flip it open. It lands on a hot blonde with fake boobs. It’ll
do.When I’m about to blow, I brace my hand on the wall and let my shins rest against the toilet
seat. My knees buckle at the end, and my aim is off, so I hit the back of the toilet lid. The whole
unit shakes with my weight, and my phone shifts forward.I’m too slow to catch it. It bounces off
the seat, and instead of landing on the floor, it falls straight into the bowl.“Fuck! Fuck! Fuck!” I
reach in and grab it, not caring that I’m sticking my hand in toilet water and my own jizz. Shaking
it off, I grab the closest towel and wipe it clean. The battery’s already dead, so I have no idea if
I’ve ruined it or not.And of course, that’s when there’s another goddamn knock on my door. I
stalk my way across the room, holding the potentially ruined phone in a hand towel. I throw open
the door.“Dude, are you—” Randy stops mid-sentence.There’s a girl behind him. She looks
vaguely familiar. She’s sporting last night’s makeup and wearing Randy’s too-big shirt, and
possibly nothing else. Her eyes drop below my waist.“Oh my God!”I’m naked and still half-hard
after the whack-off session. I cover my junk with the hand towel. Randy puts a hand up to cover
her eyes. She tries to pry it away, but Randy has huge hands, and he’s way stronger than she is,
even if he is hungover as shit.She points in my direction even though she can’t see me. “You
have something on your—”“Baby, why don’t you go downstairs and see what the girls are
doing?”“But—”“I got it covered.” He whispers something in her ear. One of his hands slips under
the shirt. I look away, because I don’t want to see as much of her as she’s seen of me.She
laughs and takes off down the hall, yelling, “I saw Buck’s dick, and it’s huge!”“Seriously, man?”
Like I need this shit.“You’re the one answering your door like this.” He motions to my lack of
clothing. “The world isn’t your locker room, Miller.”“My fucking phone fell in the toilet!” I hold out
the hand towel with my phone still wrapped in it.“Facebooking on the shitter again?”“Laugh it up,
asshole. All my contacts are in there.”“Does it work?”“The battery died, so I have no idea.” He
throws me a pair of swim shorts.“Put these on and bring it downstairs. I’ll get a bag of rice.”“What
the hell’s rice gonna do for my phone?”“Calm your tits, dude. It’s supposed to dry it out or
something. We’ll charge it and put it in rice. Hopefully it’ll be working in a couple of hours.”I pull
the suit on, tuck my deflated junk away, and follow him downstairs. Randy doesn’t look nearly as
rough as I feel this morning.Two girls—the one who announced the size of my junk to the entire
house, we’ll call her Dick Yeller, and another one I vaguely recognize from last night—are sitting
at the breakfast bar with coffees. Another one lounges on the couch in the living room, clicking
away on her phone. The girls at the breakfast bar stare at me, then drop their gazes to their cups,
shoulders shaking.“Showing off your jewels again, huh, Miller?” Natasha, our trainer, says from
the other side of the kitchen, focused on the fruit she’s throwing in the blender. She seems like
she’s in a mood, which means our workout is going to be extra painful today.“Not on
purpose.”She’s got one hand on top of the blender and a finger poised over the button. She
looks up as she hits the switch. I don’t have time to cover my ears before she lets it rip. It’s like a
bomb going off in my head.Natasha’s eyes bug out, and she barks out a laugh, dropping to the
floor. I’m grateful the blender stops grinding.The room is filled with snickering. “What the shit? Is



everyone high?”“You said you were going to take care of it,” Dick Yeller says to Randy.He
shrugs.“Take care of what?” I’m totally confused.Dick Yeller shakes her head and rolls her eyes.
“Go look in the mirror.”I drop my phone on the counter and step into the closest bathroom. On my
forehead, in black marker, is a giant jizzing cock. It even has ball hairs. “Who did this?”“It wasn’t
me,” Randy yells. “I can’t even draw stickmen.”I pump a handful of soap into my palm and rub at
my forehead, but the ink stays put. I stomp out of the bathroom and yell, “Get ready for an ass
kicking, Lance! If anyone took pictures I’m going to stick you in the balls, motherpucker!”The two
girls at the counter look like they’re trying to decide whether they should laugh or run. Natasha is
still on the floor, and Randy has his hand over his mouth.Lance opens the sliding door leading
out to the patio and the pool. “It’ll wash off eventually.”“I have a goddamn flight tonight. They’re
not gonna let me into Canada with a dick on my forehead.”“That’s tonight?” Lance asks.“Yeah,
man. I told you that already.” At least I assumed I did.Natasha stops laughing long enough to ask,
“Are you going to see Sunny?”“Not if I can’t get this off!” I point to the dick on my
forehead.“Who’s Sunny?” Dick Yeller asks.“Miller’s girlfriend,” Randy says.“I thought his name
was Buck.”“It’s a nickname,” I reply. “What is this? Permanent marker? How do I get rid of
it?”“Makeup remover might work.” the one from the couch says.“Do one of you girls have some
of that handy?”The two at the breakfast bar shake their heads. The quiet one on the couch perks
up. “Oh! I have hand sanitizer!” She jumps up and runs off. One minute later she comes back
with three little bottles and pats a stool.I take a seat. She pours a bunch into her palm; it smells
fruity.“You’re sure this is going to work?”“It’s worth a shot.” She grabs a napkin and dabs it in the
sanitizer. “It’s got alcohol in it.” She starts working on my forehead. “Wow, this stuff is hard to get
off.” She uses a bigger glob, and this time it goes in my eyes. It burns like crazy.“Oh! Sorry!
Maybe it’d be better if you lie down.”“When you’re done with the dick removal, drink this and
come outside.” Natasha sets a glass on the counter, along with two painkillers, and saunters out
of the kitchen. Randy takes Dick Yeller and the other one at the breakfast bar outside with
Natasha.Natasha’s used to this bullshit, including arriving when there are still leftovers from the
night before wandering around the house. Lance’s pad is a revolving door of chicks and parties.I
lie on the floor, even though the couch is less than ten feet away, and the quiet chick sits beside
me, crossing her legs.“I feel like if you’re going to rub a dick off my forehead, I should know your
name.”Her smile is muted by her pursed lips. “I’m Poppy. Lance is a real joker.”“Yup. That’d be
him. Thanks for taking care of the dick on my head.”“No problem.” She rubs some stinky hand
sanitizer into my skin. “Kristi’s been following his career ever since he got drafted.”“Who?”“The
girl he was with last night.”“The one without the underwear?” I’m not going to be the one to tell
her Lance goes through girls like a hooker goes through johns.“That’d be Kristi. And I didn’t
sleep with Lance when she was done.”“Uh—”“Sorry. I don’t know why I told you that.” She pours
some of the sanitizer directly on my forehead. I can’t see her face, but she sounds
embarrassed.“Lance is fun. He’s not down for a relationship, you know?”“Oh, I know. I went to
grade school with him; then we moved away for a few years. He used to tease me all the time.
Anyways, we were kids. He’s different now. But then, so am I, I guess.”I’ve only known Lance



since I was traded, so I don’t know what he was like before he made the NHL. He’s a cocky
bastard at the best of times now. “Does he know you know each other?”“I don’t think he even
remembers me. It’d be better if you didn’t tell him. You guys are good friends, right?”I can’t
decide if she’s a stalker, a fan, or something else. She’s got this look on her face, similar to the
one I get when I’m not allowed to order chicken wings.I give her a vague nod in reply. “Now you
gotta tell me why you don’t want him to know you know each other.”“No way.” She wipes at my
forehead more aggressively. “This is on really good.”“I’m gonna punch Lance in the dick.”“It’s a
pretty great drawing.”“So what’s the history with him?”“It’s nothing. It’s stupid.”“Was he, like, your
first crush or something? Did you want to hold hands and shit?”She takes a break from
scrubbing my skin, and I use the opportunity to look at her. Her entire face is red, and her lip is
between her teeth. She’s pretty, maybe even beautiful under the day-old makeup. She’s exactly
what Lance’s type would be if he took a time out from fucking everyone with a pussy: petite with
strawberry blond hair, freckles, and soft curves.“He was! Holy shit.” I can’t believe I’m right. “How
does he not remember you?”“It wasn’t like that. And it was ten years ago. He was two grades
higher. I have an older sister. I tagged along to a high school party and there was, like, that
game, you know? Seven Minutes in Heaven or whatever it’s called?” She buries her face in her
hands. “Oh my God. This is so embarrassing. I’m shutting up now.”I sit up, totally interested. This
is like one of those terrible teen sitcoms, but real. I love that shit. “Did you fuck him?”She drops
her hands. “I was twelve!”“Right. That’d be kinda slutty, huh?”She punches me in the
shoulder.“So did he feel you up?”“No!”“Really? I would’ve given my right nut to feel up a chick
when I was that age. I didn’t get my hands on a set of naked tits until I was
sixteen.”“Seriously?”“Truth.” I make a fist and tap over my heart twice.“Wow. Well, I guess you’ve
made up for that, haven’t you?”“Yeah. Probably more than I needed to.”She pushes my shoulder,
and I lie back down on the floor so she can finish rubbing the stupid dick off.“So do they call you
Buck because you walk around naked all the time?” she asks.“Nope. I had bad teeth as a
kid.”“Oh. That’s mean.”“Kids are assholes. The nickname stuck, and after a while I didn’t care
anymore. My teeth are perfect now, but none of the ones in the front are real.”“What
happened?”“I got a puck in the face playing street hockey.”She sucks in a breath. “That must
have hurt.”“Lots of things hurt. They were gonna put braces on me, but then they didn’t have to. I
got these titanium implants, instead. They give you good drugs when they put those fuckers in.
Anyway the accident fixed my teeth in the end, so I guess the pain was worth it.”“That’s a lot of
pain for a nice smile. I hope you wear a cage now.” She wipes my forehead one last time. “Okay.
It looks like you’re dick free.”I sit up. “Thanks for taking care of that.”“No problem.”I stand and
extend a hand to help her up.“You’re a lot different than I thought you’d be.”“Is that good or
bad?”She smiles. “It’s good. You’re nice.”Lance yells for me to come outside. When Poppy
doesn’t make a move to follow me, I pause. “Aren’t you coming?”“I need to use the bathroom,
wash all this stuff off my hands. I smell like a fruit salad.”“Okay. See you in a few.” I grab the shake
Natasha made, the bag of rice with my phone, and the charger and go outside, where Lance
and Randy are already in the pool. I plug in the phone near the barbeque, check to see if it’s



working—it isn’t—and down my shake.Lance looks like he’s having trouble keeping up. Randy
seems to be doing okay, though. I jump in, dunking my head and rubbing my hands over my face
to wash off the residual hand sanitizer and the artificial-fruit smell.“Took you long enough,” Lance
says through heavy breaths.“No thanks to you, dickface.”“Shut up, both of you.” Natasha blows
her whistle. I hate that thing. “Miller, suicides in the shallow end. I want twenty.”Lance grins and
gives me a thumbs up.Natasha points to him. “You too, Lance Romance.”At least I’m not alone in
hell this morning.TWODICKFACEMy head hurts, and my mouth tastes like ass. I try not to move,
but I can hear horrible music coming from somewhere outside my room, and it’s ruining my
sleep. I crack a lid and cringe at the brightness coming through the curtains. The first thing I
notice is that I’m not in my own bed. It takes me a while to remember I’m at Lance’s. I have a very
vague recollection of a limo ride and lying on the floor in the living room. I remember a condom
and a bare beaver and panic sets in.The other side of the queen bed is empty, so I’m taking that
as a good sign. My raging case of morning wood and my aching balls are also solid indicators
that I didn’t put my dick anywhere I shouldn’t have.A few months ago the unused pillow would
have been occupied by a very satisfied, very well-used puck bunny. I used to be a dog. I
probably still qualify as one, but I’m working on becoming reformed. It’s not that easy. Women
want to ride my dick all the time. Not bringing honeys home is like passing by McDonald’s during
training camp: you know you can’t have it because it’s not part of the meal plan, so you want it
even more.Instead of sex, Sunny and I text or have video chats. I like those best, especially
when it’s late at night. She hangs out in her bed, and I can ogle her while we talk.Eventually I’m
hoping we’ll graduate past conversation to Skype sex. We haven’t even had real sex yet, so
there’s no damn way I’m asking her to have not-real sex with me over video chat. I need to get
past third base and all the way to home first. Until then, I’ll keep up with the post-Skype-ogle
whack-off sessions. It’s frustrating, even though I like that she’s not slutty like the puck bunnies
I’m used to.All this means my dick has gone unused for the last few months. We’ve done some
groping and making out, and she’s had her hand down my pants and vice versa, but that’s it. It’s
weird. I’ve never not had sex on the first “date.”Before Sunny, if I needed company, all I had to do
was pull up my contact list, go to my honeys, call one, and wait. Usually said honey would arrive
within half an hour; the ones who wear too much makeup take longer. It’s almost like ordering
pizza.It wouldn’t matter if I’d just come home from a workout or practice. I didn’t even have to
shower. I could be sweaty and gross, or eat a goddamn head of garlic raw, and they’d still come
and bounce on my dick.Now that I’m trying to get Sunny to be my girlfriend, that’s not an option,
so I’m stuck with my hand. In theory, if I can go without eating wings for a few months, I should
be able to go without sex. It’s a lot harder in practice.I lie in the bed that’s not mine, trying to
remember the end of my night. I have a feeling I might have drunk-dialed Sunny. I hope she
didn’t answer the phone. From the little I remember, I wasn’t in very good shape.Off season is
like this—late nights, lots of partying, drinking, and eating shitty food, then regretting it all when
hardcore training starts again. I reposition my pillow over my head to drown out the bad
music.I’m drifting off when there’s a knock at the door. “Natasha’s gonna be here in twenty. Get



your ass out of bed, Butterson,” Randy yells.I peek out from under the pillow and stare at the
numbers on the clock, willing them to stop moving around so I can read them. It’s after nine. My
phone alarm should’ve gone off half an hour ago. Usually I hit the snooze button a minimum of
four times every morning. I hate waking up almost as much as I hate asparagus pee. And pop
music.A few minutes later there’s another knock at my door. “Buck?”It’s a female voice this time.
It’s vaguely familiar. I ignore it.Another knock. “Randy told me you need to get up.”I still don’t
answer. There’s whispering and giggling on the other side, followed by the sound of the
doorknob turning. It’s unlocked. I’m out of bed in a flash, slamming my shoulder into the door to
hold it closed. I’m naked. With morning wood. And my head hurts like hell.I slide to the floor,
pressing the heels of my hands against my eyes. “I’m up. I’ll be down in, like, ten.”More giggling
follows and then the patter of feet as they move on down the hall, yelling, “He says he’s up!”I’m
still sitting on the floor with my head in my hands several minutes later when Randy comes
knocking. “If you’re not down there in eight minutes, Natasha’s gonna make you do suicides.”“I’d
like to see her try.”Natasha’s been my trainer since I was traded from Miami to Chicago. She’s
tough, but awesome. Sometimes I hate her for it. The threats are enough to make me pick my
ass up off the floor. I flip the lock, though, in case someone else decides they want to barge into
my room.I check the nightstand for my cell, but it’s not there. It’s not on the floor either, so I
sweep my hand across the comforter to see if I accidentally brought it to bed with me. I find it
under the pillow. I take it to the bathroom with me, pushing the button so I can key in my
password and check my messages, but the screen stays blank. My battery must have died. I set
it on the back of the toilet and flip up the seat. I’m hard, so it’s almost impossible to pee.If my
phone wasn’t dead, I’d pull up a picture of Sunny and take care of my problem like that. Instead, I
have to use my imagination. This morning sucks worse than usual. Since I haven’t seen her
naked yet, I have to cobble together images of her mostly naked in her bikini and imagine what
her bare tits would look like. Eventually I give up and grab one of the trashy magazines from the
rack on the floor and flip it open. It lands on a hot blonde with fake boobs. It’ll do.When I’m about
to blow, I brace my hand on the wall and let my shins rest against the toilet seat. My knees
buckle at the end, and my aim is off, so I hit the back of the toilet lid. The whole unit shakes with
my weight, and my phone shifts forward.I’m too slow to catch it. It bounces off the seat, and
instead of landing on the floor, it falls straight into the bowl.“Fuck! Fuck! Fuck!” I reach in and
grab it, not caring that I’m sticking my hand in toilet water and my own jizz. Shaking it off, I grab
the closest towel and wipe it clean. The battery’s already dead, so I have no idea if I’ve ruined it
or not.And of course, that’s when there’s another goddamn knock on my door. I stalk my way
across the room, holding the potentially ruined phone in a hand towel. I throw open the
door.“Dude, are you—” Randy stops mid-sentence.There’s a girl behind him. She looks vaguely
familiar. She’s sporting last night’s makeup and wearing Randy’s too-big shirt, and possibly
nothing else. Her eyes drop below my waist.“Oh my God!”I’m naked and still half-hard after the
whack-off session. I cover my junk with the hand towel. Randy puts a hand up to cover her eyes.
She tries to pry it away, but Randy has huge hands, and he’s way stronger than she is, even if he



is hungover as shit.She points in my direction even though she can’t see me. “You have
something on your—”“Baby, why don’t you go downstairs and see what the girls are doing?”“But
—”“I got it covered.” He whispers something in her ear. One of his hands slips under the shirt. I
look away, because I don’t want to see as much of her as she’s seen of me.She laughs and
takes off down the hall, yelling, “I saw Buck’s dick, and it’s huge!”“Seriously, man?” Like I need
this shit.“You’re the one answering your door like this.” He motions to my lack of clothing. “The
world isn’t your locker room, Miller.”“My fucking phone fell in the toilet!” I hold out the hand towel
with my phone still wrapped in it.“Facebooking on the shitter again?”“Laugh it up, asshole. All my
contacts are in there.”“Does it work?”“The battery died, so I have no idea.” He throws me a pair
of swim shorts.“Put these on and bring it downstairs. I’ll get a bag of rice.”“What the hell’s rice
gonna do for my phone?”“Calm your tits, dude. It’s supposed to dry it out or something. We’ll
charge it and put it in rice. Hopefully it’ll be working in a couple of hours.”I pull the suit on, tuck
my deflated junk away, and follow him downstairs. Randy doesn’t look nearly as rough as I feel
this morning.Two girls—the one who announced the size of my junk to the entire house, we’ll call
her Dick Yeller, and another one I vaguely recognize from last night—are sitting at the breakfast
bar with coffees. Another one lounges on the couch in the living room, clicking away on her
phone. The girls at the breakfast bar stare at me, then drop their gazes to their cups, shoulders
shaking.“Showing off your jewels again, huh, Miller?” Natasha, our trainer, says from the other
side of the kitchen, focused on the fruit she’s throwing in the blender. She seems like she’s in a
mood, which means our workout is going to be extra painful today.“Not on purpose.”She’s got
one hand on top of the blender and a finger poised over the button. She looks up as she hits the
switch. I don’t have time to cover my ears before she lets it rip. It’s like a bomb going off in my
head.Natasha’s eyes bug out, and she barks out a laugh, dropping to the floor. I’m grateful the
blender stops grinding.The room is filled with snickering. “What the shit? Is everyone high?”“You
said you were going to take care of it,” Dick Yeller says to Randy.He shrugs.“Take care of what?”
I’m totally confused.Dick Yeller shakes her head and rolls her eyes. “Go look in the mirror.”I drop
my phone on the counter and step into the closest bathroom. On my forehead, in black marker,
is a giant jizzing cock. It even has ball hairs. “Who did this?”“It wasn’t me,” Randy yells. “I can’t
even draw stickmen.”I pump a handful of soap into my palm and rub at my forehead, but the ink
stays put. I stomp out of the bathroom and yell, “Get ready for an ass kicking, Lance! If anyone
took pictures I’m going to stick you in the balls, motherpucker!”The two girls at the counter look
like they’re trying to decide whether they should laugh or run. Natasha is still on the floor, and
Randy has his hand over his mouth.Lance opens the sliding door leading out to the patio and
the pool. “It’ll wash off eventually.”“I have a goddamn flight tonight. They’re not gonna let me into
Canada with a dick on my forehead.”“That’s tonight?” Lance asks.“Yeah, man. I told you that
already.” At least I assumed I did.Natasha stops laughing long enough to ask, “Are you going to
see Sunny?”“Not if I can’t get this off!” I point to the dick on my forehead.“Who’s Sunny?” Dick
Yeller asks.“Miller’s girlfriend,” Randy says.“I thought his name was Buck.”“It’s a nickname,” I
reply. “What is this? Permanent marker? How do I get rid of it?”“Makeup remover might work.”



the one from the couch says.“Do one of you girls have some of that handy?”The two at the
breakfast bar shake their heads. The quiet one on the couch perks up. “Oh! I have hand
sanitizer!” She jumps up and runs off. One minute later she comes back with three little bottles
and pats a stool.I take a seat. She pours a bunch into her palm; it smells fruity.“You’re sure this is
going to work?”“It’s worth a shot.” She grabs a napkin and dabs it in the sanitizer. “It’s got alcohol
in it.” She starts working on my forehead. “Wow, this stuff is hard to get off.” She uses a bigger
glob, and this time it goes in my eyes. It burns like crazy.“Oh! Sorry! Maybe it’d be better if you lie
down.”“When you’re done with the dick removal, drink this and come outside.” Natasha sets a
glass on the counter, along with two painkillers, and saunters out of the kitchen. Randy takes
Dick Yeller and the other one at the breakfast bar outside with Natasha.Natasha’s used to this
bullshit, including arriving when there are still leftovers from the night before wandering around
the house. Lance’s pad is a revolving door of chicks and parties.I lie on the floor, even though the
couch is less than ten feet away, and the quiet chick sits beside me, crossing her legs.“I feel like
if you’re going to rub a dick off my forehead, I should know your name.”Her smile is muted by her
pursed lips. “I’m Poppy. Lance is a real joker.”“Yup. That’d be him. Thanks for taking care of the
dick on my head.”“No problem.” She rubs some stinky hand sanitizer into my skin. “Kristi’s been
following his career ever since he got drafted.”“Who?”“The girl he was with last night.”“The one
without the underwear?” I’m not going to be the one to tell her Lance goes through girls like a
hooker goes through johns.“That’d be Kristi. And I didn’t sleep with Lance when she was
done.”“Uh—”“Sorry. I don’t know why I told you that.” She pours some of the sanitizer directly on
my forehead. I can’t see her face, but she sounds embarrassed.“Lance is fun. He’s not down for
a relationship, you know?”“Oh, I know. I went to grade school with him; then we moved away for
a few years. He used to tease me all the time. Anyways, we were kids. He’s different now. But
then, so am I, I guess.”I’ve only known Lance since I was traded, so I don’t know what he was
like before he made the NHL. He’s a cocky bastard at the best of times now. “Does he know you
know each other?”“I don’t think he even remembers me. It’d be better if you didn’t tell him. You
guys are good friends, right?”I can’t decide if she’s a stalker, a fan, or something else. She’s got
this look on her face, similar to the one I get when I’m not allowed to order chicken wings.I give
her a vague nod in reply. “Now you gotta tell me why you don’t want him to know you know each
other.”“No way.” She wipes at my forehead more aggressively. “This is on really good.”“I’m gonna
punch Lance in the dick.”“It’s a pretty great drawing.”“So what’s the history with him?”“It’s
nothing. It’s stupid.”“Was he, like, your first crush or something? Did you want to hold hands and
shit?”She takes a break from scrubbing my skin, and I use the opportunity to look at her. Her
entire face is red, and her lip is between her teeth. She’s pretty, maybe even beautiful under the
day-old makeup. She’s exactly what Lance’s type would be if he took a time out from fucking
everyone with a pussy: petite with strawberry blond hair, freckles, and soft curves.“He was! Holy
shit.” I can’t believe I’m right. “How does he not remember you?”“It wasn’t like that. And it was ten
years ago. He was two grades higher. I have an older sister. I tagged along to a high school party
and there was, like, that game, you know? Seven Minutes in Heaven or whatever it’s called?”



She buries her face in her hands. “Oh my God. This is so embarrassing. I’m shutting up now.”I sit
up, totally interested. This is like one of those terrible teen sitcoms, but real. I love that shit. “Did
you fuck him?”She drops her hands. “I was twelve!”“Right. That’d be kinda slutty, huh?”She
punches me in the shoulder.“So did he feel you up?”“No!”“Really? I would’ve given my right nut
to feel up a chick when I was that age. I didn’t get my hands on a set of naked tits until I was
sixteen.”“Seriously?”“Truth.” I make a fist and tap over my heart twice.“Wow. Well, I guess you’ve
made up for that, haven’t you?”“Yeah. Probably more than I needed to.”She pushes my shoulder,
and I lie back down on the floor so she can finish rubbing the stupid dick off.“So do they call you
Buck because you walk around naked all the time?” she asks.“Nope. I had bad teeth as a
kid.”“Oh. That’s mean.”“Kids are assholes. The nickname stuck, and after a while I didn’t care
anymore. My teeth are perfect now, but none of the ones in the front are real.”“What
happened?”“I got a puck in the face playing street hockey.”She sucks in a breath. “That must
have hurt.”“Lots of things hurt. They were gonna put braces on me, but then they didn’t have to. I
got these titanium implants, instead. They give you good drugs when they put those fuckers in.
Anyway the accident fixed my teeth in the end, so I guess the pain was worth it.”“That’s a lot of
pain for a nice smile. I hope you wear a cage now.” She wipes my forehead one last time. “Okay.
It looks like you’re dick free.”I sit up. “Thanks for taking care of that.”“No problem.”I stand and
extend a hand to help her up.“You’re a lot different than I thought you’d be.”“Is that good or
bad?”She smiles. “It’s good. You’re nice.”Lance yells for me to come outside. When Poppy
doesn’t make a move to follow me, I pause. “Aren’t you coming?”“I need to use the bathroom,
wash all this stuff off my hands. I smell like a fruit salad.”“Okay. See you in a few.” I grab the shake
Natasha made, the bag of rice with my phone, and the charger and go outside, where Lance
and Randy are already in the pool. I plug in the phone near the barbeque, check to see if it’s
working—it isn’t—and down my shake.Lance looks like he’s having trouble keeping up. Randy
seems to be doing okay, though. I jump in, dunking my head and rubbing my hands over my face
to wash off the residual hand sanitizer and the artificial-fruit smell.“Took you long enough,” Lance
says through heavy breaths.“No thanks to you, dickface.”“Shut up, both of you.” Natasha blows
her whistle. I hate that thing. “Miller, suicides in the shallow end. I want twenty.”Lance grins and
gives me a thumbs up.Natasha points to him. “You too, Lance Romance.”At least I’m not alone in
hell this morning.THREEALL THE HONEYSIN THE HOUSEAfter half an hour, I notice that
Poppy, the girl who rubbed the dick off my forehead, hasn’t come outside. Maybe she went back
to sleep. I don’t have time to ask questions; Natasha is on a rampage. She’s definitely annoyed
with Lance, who’s the least motivated of the three of us.He keeps getting distracted by Flash
Beaver, the chick he boned last night. He must have had a few bikinis lying around his house,
because she’s dressed in a tiny white one that barely covers anything. Dick Yeller is wearing a
pink bra and yellow panties. I try not to look at either of them and stay focused on the
exercises.Plyometric workouts are intense on dry land, in water and hungover, they’re pretty
much torture. We’re on round three of cardio break when the doorbell rings.I look to Lance,
who’s sitting on the edge of the pool, not doing what he’s supposed to. “Who’s that?”“I invited a



few people over.” He nudges Flash Beaver and asks her to let whoever it is in.Lance doesn’t
invite “a few” people over. It’s not how he works unless it’s to get his fuck on with some bunny,
like last night. That these girls are even still here is surprising. Usually he calls them a cab first
thing in the morning and ships them off. Flash Beaver must’ve been a lot of fun.“Where’s your
friend?” I ask Dick Yeller.She looks up from her phone and gives me a funny look. “She went to
answer the door.”“No. The other one.” I motion to my forehead. “The dick remover.”“Oh! Poppy?
She wasn’t feeling well. She took a cab home.” She goes back to staring at her phone.This chick
seems like a seriously shitty friend.Natasha’s already out of the pool, packing up her stuff. I’m
sure we weren’t finished, but it’s clear she’s given up. Flash Beaver comes back with a couple of
guys from my team and some girls I’ve never seen before, which is a good thing. I lift a hand in
greeting, then grab the weights and bands we didn’t get to use. Lance gets off his ass, not to
help, but to greet his company.“Sorry about today.” I fold everything up the way Natasha likes it
and pass it over so she can pack it in her duffle bag.“You were fine; the other two were the
problem. I don’t think these home sessions work very well.”“It woulda been fine if Lance had
gotten rid of the bunnies.”Lance lives outside of the city on a massive piece of property in a
gigantic house. He has a complete weight room and a track in his backyard. His pool kicks ass.
And the hot tub is great after a serious workout. I won’t be using it today, since I don’t know what
happened in it last night. We started scheduling training sessions here when the weather got
warm. That way I wouldn’t have to deal with all the bunnies at the gym. Unfortunately, Lance
started bringing them here instead.“Yeah, well, he didn’t, so I’m done.” Natasha grabs her
bag.“Sorry about him. You know how he gets.”She shakes her head. For some odd reason, I get
the feeling there’s more going on between her and Lance than I realized. She’s been his trainer
for two years, so she knows what a dick he can be. Hitting on girls is a compulsion for him, and I
know Natasha isn’t exempt. It’s understandable. She’s super fit—even I can admit it’s hot that
she could kick my ass. There’s gotta be a line of guys wanting to tap that, Lance included. I don’t
think she’s the kind of chick who would fall for his crap. You never know, though. People do a lot
of stupid things when sex is involved.“You’re gone for a couple of weeks after this, right?” she
asks me.“Yeah. I fly to Toronto tonight. I think my flight’s at nine or something.” I should check that
when my phone works again.Her eyes light up. “You excited to see Sunny?”“Why are you so
interested in my sex life?”Natasha laughs. “It’s your lack of sex life I’m interested in. Is she still
holding out?”Natasha knows a lot more about my personal life than most people. She’s watched
me blow through bunnies since I moved here and then struggle to deal without any outlet for the
past three months while I wait for Sunny to come around.When I don’t answer, she gives me a
knowing smile. “So after you visit Sunny, you do that camp thing, right?”“Yeah. Randy’s meeting
me in Toronto, and we’re road tripping together.”“You’ll have fun. It’s not the usual hockey camp
deal, is it?”“I wanted to change it up this year, and it’s close to Sunny.” That I managed to get
Randy to agree to come was a serious feat. I sold the whole “camping experience” like we used
to have back when we were kids. He’s also got a few friends up that way, having played for
Toronto during his first year.“Smart. You coming back after that? Or do you have more stuff



planned?”“I have ideas for another project, but it’s local, and I’mma need Vi’s help.”“How is
Violet, anyway?”“Annoying.” Being the team trainer, Natasha’s met her a few times.“It’s amazing
she deals with you at all.”“I don’t know what you’re talking about. I’m awesome.” I give her a
cheeky grin. “Vi’s good. She and Waters got engaged.”“I heard. You don’t sound very happy
about that.”“It’s whatever. I mean, they haven’t been together that long. Like, six months? It feels
way soon, ya know?”“Sometimes when you know, you know.”The first night I met Sunny, I knew
she wasn’t the same as the girls I usually spent my nights with. Or my early mornings. I don’t
think that’s what Natasha means, though. “I guess. She’s a big girl, and she can make her own
decisions, but if he fucks her over again, I’m gonna break his face.”“I’m sure he’d do the same if
you screwed Sunny over.”“Truth. That’s not gonna happen.”I fish my phone out of the bag of rice
Randy—or one of the girls, more likely—put it in. It’s been plugged in this entire time, but I’ve still
got nothing except a blank screen. Natasha emails me a few dates for sessions that I’ll have to
check at home, before I leave for the airport. I want to call Sunny and check in, but I’ve never
been great at memorizing numbers, so I don’t have hers banked. It’s a weekday, so she’s
probably teaching yoga or volunteering at the animal shelter, anyway.Natasha gives me a one-
armed hug and waves to Randy, who’s floating on his back in the pool. Well, the top half of his
body is floating, thanks to the pool noodle, but his legs are sinking. She doesn’t so much as look
at Lance as she walks past him to cut through the house, and he’s too busy socializing to notice.I
shove my phone back into the rice bag. I’ll have to check it again later. I’m not sure how long it
needs to dry out before it starts working. If I’m still having problems in a couple of hours, I’ll have
to hit up the phone store. I don’t like not having access to people when I need it. I’m hoping this
camp isn’t so remote I can’t get a signal. That’ll fuck things up for me. I rely on daily messages to
Sunny so she knows she’s on my mind.All of a sudden there’s a music change. We go from rock
—which is how we work out—to some pop dance crap.Lance scans the patio. “Where’s Tash
at?”“She left.”“What? When?”“A minute ago.”He jumps up and jogs across the concrete, his
brows creased. I have to wonder what the deal is there. Sometimes I feel like all the flirting
Natasha puts up with from Lance isn’t just him being him. Lance digging on her would be all
kinds of fucked up since she knows exactly how frequently he lets the bunnies eat his
carrot.Randy paddles over to the edge of the pool, and hoists himself out. “What was that
about?”“I’m not sure,” I say, because I’m not, and I’mma keep my hypothesizing to myself.Lance’s
doorbell goes off and, like Pavlov’s dog, Randy goes running. He comes back a few minutes
later, piggy-backing one of the newly arrived girls. The other three are practically tripping over
themselves to get next to him. A couple of months ago when Vi and Waters were on the outs
because he was—and I maintain still is—a huge fuckwad, I suggested she go on a date with
Randy. Even though he’s my friend, I’m glad that never happened.I recognize a couple of these
girls. I hope my dick hasn’t been inside any of their holes. Although there’s a good chance it
has.Randy doesn’t waste any time. He starts running for the water with the girl on his back. Her
eyes go wide when she realizes what he’s going to do, and she starts screaming and kicking.
He’s got a solid hold on her legs, so she doesn’t have a chance in hell of getting free. She bites



his shoulder as he takes the leap. I smile at her absolute horror.Dick Yeller stomps past Flash
Beaver, heading for the house. The new girls notice and whisper among themselves. It’s too
much drama too early in my day.I hadn’t expected the bunnies today, although I probably should
have. Lance doesn’t do the chill-out thing very often. Usually when Natasha comes by, she
hangs out for a while after the workout. We BBQ and swim, and then she takes off and we plan
our night. Lance always walks her out. I figured it was him being all polite or whatever, but now
I’m not so sure.“This must be torture,” Lance says from beside me.I glance over at him. While I
was busy scoping the scene, he must have come back outside.“What do you mean?” I drain
what’s left of my bottle of water.“All the girls.”“It’s no big deal.” Honestly, I figured it’d be a lot
harder than it is. Although the bunnies are damn hard to avoid, especially with friends like Lance
who throw parties all the time.I change the subject. “Did you find Natasha?”“Nah. She was
already gone by the time I got inside.” A twitch under his eye is the only tell that I’ve hit a nerve.
“You know, if you disappeared with one of the bunnies for a while, no one would say anything.”I
take off my sunglasses and pin him with a cold glare. “My balls could be so fucking blue they
look like they’ve been handled by a Smurf, and I still wouldn’t do that to Sunny.”He raises his
hands in the air. “I’m sorry, man. I didn’t mean to upset you. I just figured . . . I don’t know. It can’t
be easy. She’s all the way in Canada, and you’re here. Long-distance relationships don’t really
work, you know?”I drop my sunglasses back in place. I don’t want to think about it not working,
which is a real possibility. I don’t know the stats on long-distance relationships, but I’m guessing
they aren’t good.Realistically, if me and Sunny are going to be long term, one of us will have to
relocate. Since my job is always subject to change, that would mean Sunny going where I go,
and she’d need a job that’s easy to do anywhere. It’s something I’ve already put thought into,
which says more than I’m willing to admit about how I feel about her.I nab one of the lawn chair
floaty things and toss it in the water, jumping in after it. This isn’t a conversation I want to have
with Lance, not before I see Sunny. Sometimes I feel like this whole thing is set up to be a failure
from the start.I must fall asleep on my floaty chair, because all of a sudden I’m really fucking
awake, and I have to take a piss. Getting out means dealing with the bunnies. I paddle over to
the edge and hoist myself up. Instead of passing about twenty of them to get into the house—
they’ve multiplied while I napped—I head for the pool house bathroom. No one else is in here,
thank God. I’ve accidentally walked in on people getting it on more than once.When I come out
of the bathroom, a familiar-looking girl is waiting outside the door.“Buck!” She wraps her arms
around my neck.“Hey.” I pat her back, fully aware she’s wearing nothing but a tiny string bikini,
and there’s absolutely no ass to the thing. I can feel her boobs against my stomach. There’s too
much skin. My dick wants to react. I think about dead kittens and roadkill to stop a hard-on from
forming.Eventually she lets go and takes a step back. It’s not enough. She’s still too close. I keep
my eyes on her face and try not to see her cleavage. I wrack my brain for a name, for something
beyond the customary “Honey” I’m used to. I’ve got nothing.“It’s been a while,” she says. “I
haven’t seen you at the bars. You hanging somewhere new these days?” Her desperation isn’t
attractive.“I haven’t been going out as much.”She pops a hip and pouts. Her lips are red like



cherries, or blood, or Satan’s ball sac. “That’s too bad. I think some of us are going to the club
tomorrow night. You should come.”“I’m out of town. Maybe another time.” I step out of the way so
she can get to the bathroom. “I should, uh . . . give you some privacy. The fan doesn’t work in
there.”It’s a stupid thing to say, but I don’t care. I need to get away from this mostly naked chick
who I evidently have a brief history with. I leave her to do her thing and head back to the pool. It’s
no better.A few girls have gotten in the water. Two of them are latched onto Randy, their hair
pulled up in ponytails. More of them are losing their shirts and shorts, so it’s skin, skin, and more
skin. Some chick hands me a beer, and I take it, since it’s the polite thing to do.Unwilling to get
back in the pool with all the half-naked girls in there, I drop down in one of the lounge chairs on
the patio.“Oh my God! You’re Buck Butterson! But your real name is Miller, right?”A curvy
brunette is standing right in front of me, and her friend, a skinny blonde, looks horrified. I’m
shocked she knows my real name.“I’m sorry. I don’t mean to—God, I can’t—you’re amazing. I
love you. I mean, you’re an awesome player. Chicago won after you got traded! And that was
bogus on Miami’s part. You didn’t do a damn thing wrong. The media can suck it. Anyway, you
were outstanding during the finals. I’m so sorry. I don’t think I can stop myself.”I smile. She’s a
real fan—the kind who gets genuinely excited about the game, and not just about my dick.“It’s
cool.” I extend my hand.She grabs it and squeezes, shaking harder than necessary. “Jessabelle.”
Her cheeks go a vibrant shade of red. “But my friends call me Jellie.”“Like peanut butter and
jelly?”“But with an -ie on the end. Is that weird? It probably is. Is it okay for me to call you Miller? I
know you go by Buck, but if it’s okay—”“It’s cool. You’re cool. Take a breath.”“Wow. Great.
Awesome. You’re so blond. You’re like a real-life Ken doll, but your hair’s not plastic. Who’s the
girl who always posts stuff about you being a yeti?” She glances at my arms. “You don’t have that
much hair.”Fucking Vi and her comments on Facebook. “I only turn on the yeti moon.” When all I
get is a blank look, I say, “My sister thinks it’s hilarious to post that BS.”She nods like she
understands. “She’s funny, right? Do you think I could get a picture with you?”“Yeah. Sure.” I don’t
consider her outfit—she’s in a pair of booty shorts and a bikini top that barely covers her nipples
—or that I’m only wearing a pair of swim shorts.She pulls her phone from her back pocket and
hands it to her friend. Then she drops down in my lap and wraps herself around me. Before I can
stop her, Jellie’s friend starts snapping pics.“Whoa! Hold up!” I raise my hands in the air so I’m
not touching her anywhere. Well, except for where she’s touching me with all her bare skin,
which is a lot of places. “You can’t post those.”Her friend stops clicking away and once again
looks like she’s about sink into the cement. I move Jellie off of me, touching as little of her as
possible. “I have a girlfriend. My lap isn’t your chair.”“Oh! Oh shit. I thought that was a rumor. I
mean, God. You’ve never had a girlfriend, and I thought maybe since there weren’t any pictures
in the last few weeks you were done . . .” she trails off.“We’re not done.”“Not even after last
night?”What would she know about last night? “I was out with the guys.”She gets this weird look
on her face. She shakes her head. “I’m sorry. I just . . . you’re an awesome player.” She snatches
the phone from her friend and starts deleting pictures, or that’s what I assume she’s doing. I
don’t want to be a creepy asshole and stand over her shoulder to make sure she deletes them



all.“It’s cool. I just don’t want problems. You know?”“Sure. Right. Of course.”I let her friend take
another, far less problematic picture of us standing next to each other, somewhat awkwardly,
while smiling. “Well, if you ever break up and you’re looking for someone to make you feel better,
you can always hit me up on Facebook.”She holds up the phone so I can see her profile. Her
avatar is mostly her boobs. Below is a picture of her sitting in Lance’s lap. Up until this point I
kinda liked her, in a player-to-fan way. Now she’s just another bunny making chairs out of
us.THREEALL THE HONEYSIN THE HOUSEAfter half an hour, I notice that Poppy, the girl who
rubbed the dick off my forehead, hasn’t come outside. Maybe she went back to sleep. I don’t
have time to ask questions; Natasha is on a rampage. She’s definitely annoyed with Lance,
who’s the least motivated of the three of us.He keeps getting distracted by Flash Beaver, the
chick he boned last night. He must have had a few bikinis lying around his house, because she’s
dressed in a tiny white one that barely covers anything. Dick Yeller is wearing a pink bra and
yellow panties. I try not to look at either of them and stay focused on the exercises.Plyometric
workouts are intense on dry land, in water and hungover, they’re pretty much torture. We’re on
round three of cardio break when the doorbell rings.I look to Lance, who’s sitting on the edge of
the pool, not doing what he’s supposed to. “Who’s that?”“I invited a few people over.” He nudges
Flash Beaver and asks her to let whoever it is in.Lance doesn’t invite “a few” people over. It’s not
how he works unless it’s to get his fuck on with some bunny, like last night. That these girls are
even still here is surprising. Usually he calls them a cab first thing in the morning and ships them
off. Flash Beaver must’ve been a lot of fun.“Where’s your friend?” I ask Dick Yeller.She looks up
from her phone and gives me a funny look. “She went to answer the door.”“No. The other one.” I
motion to my forehead. “The dick remover.”“Oh! Poppy? She wasn’t feeling well. She took a cab
home.” She goes back to staring at her phone.This chick seems like a seriously shitty
friend.Natasha’s already out of the pool, packing up her stuff. I’m sure we weren’t finished, but
it’s clear she’s given up. Flash Beaver comes back with a couple of guys from my team and
some girls I’ve never seen before, which is a good thing. I lift a hand in greeting, then grab the
weights and bands we didn’t get to use. Lance gets off his ass, not to help, but to greet his
company.“Sorry about today.” I fold everything up the way Natasha likes it and pass it over so
she can pack it in her duffle bag.“You were fine; the other two were the problem. I don’t think
these home sessions work very well.”“It woulda been fine if Lance had gotten rid of the
bunnies.”Lance lives outside of the city on a massive piece of property in a gigantic house. He
has a complete weight room and a track in his backyard. His pool kicks ass. And the hot tub is
great after a serious workout. I won’t be using it today, since I don’t know what happened in it last
night. We started scheduling training sessions here when the weather got warm. That way I
wouldn’t have to deal with all the bunnies at the gym. Unfortunately, Lance started bringing them
here instead.“Yeah, well, he didn’t, so I’m done.” Natasha grabs her bag.“Sorry about him. You
know how he gets.”She shakes her head. For some odd reason, I get the feeling there’s more
going on between her and Lance than I realized. She’s been his trainer for two years, so she
knows what a dick he can be. Hitting on girls is a compulsion for him, and I know Natasha isn’t



exempt. It’s understandable. She’s super fit—even I can admit it’s hot that she could kick my ass.
There’s gotta be a line of guys wanting to tap that, Lance included. I don’t think she’s the kind of
chick who would fall for his crap. You never know, though. People do a lot of stupid things when
sex is involved.“You’re gone for a couple of weeks after this, right?” she asks me.“Yeah. I fly to
Toronto tonight. I think my flight’s at nine or something.” I should check that when my phone
works again.Her eyes light up. “You excited to see Sunny?”“Why are you so interested in my sex
life?”Natasha laughs. “It’s your lack of sex life I’m interested in. Is she still holding out?”Natasha
knows a lot more about my personal life than most people. She’s watched me blow through
bunnies since I moved here and then struggle to deal without any outlet for the past three
months while I wait for Sunny to come around.When I don’t answer, she gives me a knowing
smile. “So after you visit Sunny, you do that camp thing, right?”“Yeah. Randy’s meeting me in
Toronto, and we’re road tripping together.”“You’ll have fun. It’s not the usual hockey camp deal, is
it?”“I wanted to change it up this year, and it’s close to Sunny.” That I managed to get Randy to
agree to come was a serious feat. I sold the whole “camping experience” like we used to have
back when we were kids. He’s also got a few friends up that way, having played for Toronto
during his first year.“Smart. You coming back after that? Or do you have more stuff planned?”“I
have ideas for another project, but it’s local, and I’mma need Vi’s help.”“How is Violet,
anyway?”“Annoying.” Being the team trainer, Natasha’s met her a few times.“It’s amazing she
deals with you at all.”“I don’t know what you’re talking about. I’m awesome.” I give her a cheeky
grin. “Vi’s good. She and Waters got engaged.”“I heard. You don’t sound very happy about
that.”“It’s whatever. I mean, they haven’t been together that long. Like, six months? It feels way
soon, ya know?”“Sometimes when you know, you know.”The first night I met Sunny, I knew she
wasn’t the same as the girls I usually spent my nights with. Or my early mornings. I don’t think
that’s what Natasha means, though. “I guess. She’s a big girl, and she can make her own
decisions, but if he fucks her over again, I’m gonna break his face.”“I’m sure he’d do the same if
you screwed Sunny over.”“Truth. That’s not gonna happen.”I fish my phone out of the bag of rice
Randy—or one of the girls, more likely—put it in. It’s been plugged in this entire time, but I’ve still
got nothing except a blank screen. Natasha emails me a few dates for sessions that I’ll have to
check at home, before I leave for the airport. I want to call Sunny and check in, but I’ve never
been great at memorizing numbers, so I don’t have hers banked. It’s a weekday, so she’s
probably teaching yoga or volunteering at the animal shelter, anyway.Natasha gives me a one-
armed hug and waves to Randy, who’s floating on his back in the pool. Well, the top half of his
body is floating, thanks to the pool noodle, but his legs are sinking. She doesn’t so much as look
at Lance as she walks past him to cut through the house, and he’s too busy socializing to notice.I
shove my phone back into the rice bag. I’ll have to check it again later. I’m not sure how long it
needs to dry out before it starts working. If I’m still having problems in a couple of hours, I’ll have
to hit up the phone store. I don’t like not having access to people when I need it. I’m hoping this
camp isn’t so remote I can’t get a signal. That’ll fuck things up for me. I rely on daily messages to
Sunny so she knows she’s on my mind.All of a sudden there’s a music change. We go from rock



—which is how we work out—to some pop dance crap.Lance scans the patio. “Where’s Tash
at?”“She left.”“What? When?”“A minute ago.”He jumps up and jogs across the concrete, his
brows creased. I have to wonder what the deal is there. Sometimes I feel like all the flirting
Natasha puts up with from Lance isn’t just him being him. Lance digging on her would be all
kinds of fucked up since she knows exactly how frequently he lets the bunnies eat his
carrot.Randy paddles over to the edge of the pool, and hoists himself out. “What was that
about?”“I’m not sure,” I say, because I’m not, and I’mma keep my hypothesizing to myself.Lance’s
doorbell goes off and, like Pavlov’s dog, Randy goes running. He comes back a few minutes
later, piggy-backing one of the newly arrived girls. The other three are practically tripping over
themselves to get next to him. A couple of months ago when Vi and Waters were on the outs
because he was—and I maintain still is—a huge fuckwad, I suggested she go on a date with
Randy. Even though he’s my friend, I’m glad that never happened.I recognize a couple of these
girls. I hope my dick hasn’t been inside any of their holes. Although there’s a good chance it
has.Randy doesn’t waste any time. He starts running for the water with the girl on his back. Her
eyes go wide when she realizes what he’s going to do, and she starts screaming and kicking.
He’s got a solid hold on her legs, so she doesn’t have a chance in hell of getting free. She bites
his shoulder as he takes the leap. I smile at her absolute horror.Dick Yeller stomps past Flash
Beaver, heading for the house. The new girls notice and whisper among themselves. It’s too
much drama too early in my day.I hadn’t expected the bunnies today, although I probably should
have. Lance doesn’t do the chill-out thing very often. Usually when Natasha comes by, she
hangs out for a while after the workout. We BBQ and swim, and then she takes off and we plan
our night. Lance always walks her out. I figured it was him being all polite or whatever, but now
I’m not so sure.“This must be torture,” Lance says from beside me.I glance over at him. While I
was busy scoping the scene, he must have come back outside.“What do you mean?” I drain
what’s left of my bottle of water.“All the girls.”“It’s no big deal.” Honestly, I figured it’d be a lot
harder than it is. Although the bunnies are damn hard to avoid, especially with friends like Lance
who throw parties all the time.I change the subject. “Did you find Natasha?”“Nah. She was
already gone by the time I got inside.” A twitch under his eye is the only tell that I’ve hit a nerve.
“You know, if you disappeared with one of the bunnies for a while, no one would say anything.”I
take off my sunglasses and pin him with a cold glare. “My balls could be so fucking blue they
look like they’ve been handled by a Smurf, and I still wouldn’t do that to Sunny.”He raises his
hands in the air. “I’m sorry, man. I didn’t mean to upset you. I just figured . . . I don’t know. It can’t
be easy. She’s all the way in Canada, and you’re here. Long-distance relationships don’t really
work, you know?”I drop my sunglasses back in place. I don’t want to think about it not working,
which is a real possibility. I don’t know the stats on long-distance relationships, but I’m guessing
they aren’t good.Realistically, if me and Sunny are going to be long term, one of us will have to
relocate. Since my job is always subject to change, that would mean Sunny going where I go,
and she’d need a job that’s easy to do anywhere. It’s something I’ve already put thought into,
which says more than I’m willing to admit about how I feel about her.I nab one of the lawn chair



floaty things and toss it in the water, jumping in after it. This isn’t a conversation I want to have
with Lance, not before I see Sunny. Sometimes I feel like this whole thing is set up to be a failure
from the start.I must fall asleep on my floaty chair, because all of a sudden I’m really fucking
awake, and I have to take a piss. Getting out means dealing with the bunnies. I paddle over to
the edge and hoist myself up. Instead of passing about twenty of them to get into the house—
they’ve multiplied while I napped—I head for the pool house bathroom. No one else is in here,
thank God. I’ve accidentally walked in on people getting it on more than once.When I come out
of the bathroom, a familiar-looking girl is waiting outside the door.“Buck!” She wraps her arms
around my neck.“Hey.” I pat her back, fully aware she’s wearing nothing but a tiny string bikini,
and there’s absolutely no ass to the thing. I can feel her boobs against my stomach. There’s too
much skin. My dick wants to react. I think about dead kittens and roadkill to stop a hard-on from
forming.Eventually she lets go and takes a step back. It’s not enough. She’s still too close. I keep
my eyes on her face and try not to see her cleavage. I wrack my brain for a name, for something
beyond the customary “Honey” I’m used to. I’ve got nothing.“It’s been a while,” she says. “I
haven’t seen you at the bars. You hanging somewhere new these days?” Her desperation isn’t
attractive.“I haven’t been going out as much.”She pops a hip and pouts. Her lips are red like
cherries, or blood, or Satan’s ball sac. “That’s too bad. I think some of us are going to the club
tomorrow night. You should come.”“I’m out of town. Maybe another time.” I step out of the way so
she can get to the bathroom. “I should, uh . . . give you some privacy. The fan doesn’t work in
there.”It’s a stupid thing to say, but I don’t care. I need to get away from this mostly naked chick
who I evidently have a brief history with. I leave her to do her thing and head back to the pool. It’s
no better.A few girls have gotten in the water. Two of them are latched onto Randy, their hair
pulled up in ponytails. More of them are losing their shirts and shorts, so it’s skin, skin, and more
skin. Some chick hands me a beer, and I take it, since it’s the polite thing to do.Unwilling to get
back in the pool with all the half-naked girls in there, I drop down in one of the lounge chairs on
the patio.“Oh my God! You’re Buck Butterson! But your real name is Miller, right?”A curvy
brunette is standing right in front of me, and her friend, a skinny blonde, looks horrified. I’m
shocked she knows my real name.“I’m sorry. I don’t mean to—God, I can’t—you’re amazing. I
love you. I mean, you’re an awesome player. Chicago won after you got traded! And that was
bogus on Miami’s part. You didn’t do a damn thing wrong. The media can suck it. Anyway, you
were outstanding during the finals. I’m so sorry. I don’t think I can stop myself.”I smile. She’s a
real fan—the kind who gets genuinely excited about the game, and not just about my dick.“It’s
cool.” I extend my hand.She grabs it and squeezes, shaking harder than necessary. “Jessabelle.”
Her cheeks go a vibrant shade of red. “But my friends call me Jellie.”“Like peanut butter and
jelly?”“But with an -ie on the end. Is that weird? It probably is. Is it okay for me to call you Miller? I
know you go by Buck, but if it’s okay—”“It’s cool. You’re cool. Take a breath.”“Wow. Great.
Awesome. You’re so blond. You’re like a real-life Ken doll, but your hair’s not plastic. Who’s the
girl who always posts stuff about you being a yeti?” She glances at my arms. “You don’t have that
much hair.”Fucking Vi and her comments on Facebook. “I only turn on the yeti moon.” When all I



get is a blank look, I say, “My sister thinks it’s hilarious to post that BS.”She nods like she
understands. “She’s funny, right? Do you think I could get a picture with you?”“Yeah. Sure.” I don’t
consider her outfit—she’s in a pair of booty shorts and a bikini top that barely covers her nipples
—or that I’m only wearing a pair of swim shorts.She pulls her phone from her back pocket and
hands it to her friend. Then she drops down in my lap and wraps herself around me. Before I can
stop her, Jellie’s friend starts snapping pics.“Whoa! Hold up!” I raise my hands in the air so I’m
not touching her anywhere. Well, except for where she’s touching me with all her bare skin,
which is a lot of places. “You can’t post those.”Her friend stops clicking away and once again
looks like she’s about sink into the cement. I move Jellie off of me, touching as little of her as
possible. “I have a girlfriend. My lap isn’t your chair.”“Oh! Oh shit. I thought that was a rumor. I
mean, God. You’ve never had a girlfriend, and I thought maybe since there weren’t any pictures
in the last few weeks you were done . . .” she trails off.“We’re not done.”“Not even after last
night?”What would she know about last night? “I was out with the guys.”She gets this weird look
on her face. She shakes her head. “I’m sorry. I just . . . you’re an awesome player.” She snatches
the phone from her friend and starts deleting pictures, or that’s what I assume she’s doing. I
don’t want to be a creepy asshole and stand over her shoulder to make sure she deletes them
all.“It’s cool. I just don’t want problems. You know?”“Sure. Right. Of course.”I let her friend take
another, far less problematic picture of us standing next to each other, somewhat awkwardly,
while smiling. “Well, if you ever break up and you’re looking for someone to make you feel better,
you can always hit me up on Facebook.”She holds up the phone so I can see her profile. Her
avatar is mostly her boobs. Below is a picture of her sitting in Lance’s lap. Up until this point I
kinda liked her, in a player-to-fan way. Now she’s just another bunny making chairs out of
us.FOURFLASHITY FLASHWATCH YO ASSTwenty minutes later, I’ve abandoned the beer, and
I’m nursing a mineral water, flipping burgers on the BBQ. This seems to be the safest place to
hang out, away from the bunnies in the pool who are buzzed enough to stop protecting their hair.
Randy comes over with my phone. “I think you need to check this.”“Is it working again? I got
nothing an hour ago.”He drops the device in my palm. “Yeah, man, I turned it on, and it’s good to
go. You got a shitton of messages. You might want to look at your flight details—you know, to
make sure you got the time right.”That was probably the one thing I forgot to do—turn it on—but I
keep this to myself because I don’t need to look like an idiot. Usually I can count on Amber, my
Personal Assistant to send me a million messages—most of them audio—so I don’t forget
important things like flights and dates and events. But since she’s away on some portaging trip in
the middle of nowhere for the next two weeks, I can’t count on her managing my life, which
means I have to do it myself.FOURFLASHITY FLASHWATCH YO ASSTwenty minutes later, I’ve
abandoned the beer, and I’m nursing a mineral water, flipping burgers on the BBQ. This seems
to be the safest place to hang out, away from the bunnies in the pool who are buzzed enough to
stop protecting their hair. Randy comes over with my phone. “I think you need to check this.”“Is it
working again? I got nothing an hour ago.”He drops the device in my palm. “Yeah, man, I turned
it on, and it’s good to go. You got a shitton of messages. You might want to look at your flight



details—you know, to make sure you got the time right.”That was probably the one thing I forgot
to do—turn it on—but I keep this to myself because I don’t need to look like an idiot. Usually I
can count on Amber, my Personal Assistant to send me a million messages—most of them audio
—so I don’t forget important things like flights and dates and events. But since she’s away on
some portaging trip in the middle of nowhere for the next two weeks, I can’t count on her
managing my life, which means I have to do it myself.
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Jaida*, “Cute. Im a sucker for a good redemption story and this is definitely one of them. I was
also pleasantly suprised by having so much of Vi and Alex in the storyline, coz Vi is hilarious and
i love their relationship too.Getting into the story, everything about this book is based on how
toxic social media really is and im so down with that. Miller, although lets be honest is such a
manwhore, but is also really misunderstood. I like the fact that this story is features both MC as
people with learning difficulties. It creates awareness about the stigma around dyslexia and im
so here for that.In terms of the story itself... it was cute. I found Miller had to do a lot of grovelling
and reassuring, coupled with a LDR its a tough one. I was essentially waiting for them moment
he gave in the towel and decided all the efforts not worth it.This book was as entertaining a read
as the first one and im glad Miller got HEA in the end. I will say, im so inlove with the relationship
dynamic between Miller and Vi.”

Vanessa Gayle | Fangirl Faction, “Another perfect hockey romance from Helena Hunting!. This is
one of those easy-to-read stories that you can't find a single flaw in. I honestly can't think of a
single negative thing about this book.Helena Hunting has a writing style that I really mesh with.
She has a very straightforward and easy-to-read style. I love all the humor that she packs into
her books. The premise of the story was compelling and the plot kept me wanting to know more.
I loved the world-building. I felt so immersed in the setting.Miller “Buck” Butterson is one of those
characters that hides a lot under the surface. There is so much more depth to him than he lets
on. I really loved getting to dive in deep with him and get to know him at something other than
face value. Sunny was a character that was also a little mysterious. It was easy to empathize with
both characters and the situations they found themselves in. I adore the cast of secondary
characters in this series. It really is an ensemble cast that puts such a smile on my face.The
romance in this book was quite romantic. Buck really cares about Sunny and he changes so
much for her. He tries everything that he can to show her how much she means to him. He is
warm and caring at the right times and sexy at the right times. I really loved how their odd little
romance worked. This felt like an opposites-attract sort of story because they really were so
different in so many ways. When they were together they just clicked though. They had a very
natural chemistry that burned so hot when they were alone.Overall, this was another perfect
hockey romance from Helena Hunting! I loved every moment of this book. If you enjoy sports
romance with characters that you won't be able to get out of your head, a spicy romance, and a
plot that won't disappoint then you want to pick this one up! I am so excited to continue this
series!”

randi, “Enjoyed it!. I wasn’t too sure about this book going into it. I wasn’t a big fan of Buck from
the first book, Pucked. But, with the help of narrator Joe Arden, Miller “Buck” Butterson has been
redeemed in my eyes. He seemed like such a jerk and player in the first book. There is more to



him and I found that out in this book. He has a good heart and wants to do the right thing, but
messes up a lot. He really wants to make it work with Sunshine Waters (younger sister to Alex
Waters from Pucked), but social media, his teammates and even his naivety cause a lot of
problems.This is all in Buck’s POV, which was good and bad for me. Good, because I liked being
in his head and hearing his internal thoughts. Bad, because I love getting both POVS and
because we didn’t get Sunny’s in this story, I felt she was put in a bad light some of the time.
Plus, OMG, she is only 20 years old! Young, naive, insecure…Overall, I enjoyed this steamy
story and seeing Buck’s personal growth throughout. There are some funny parts—the spider
bite at camp being my favorite! I also thought his relationship with Violet (his step-sister) was
sweet compared to what it was. They came a long way from Pucked.”

chrissycf, “Fall in love with the #Yeti today!. After reading Pucked I needed to get Buck's story
and see what he was all about, and I must say I fell in love with this man while reading this book!
If you've read Pucked you know that Buck is a man-whore but has been recently hanging out
with Alex's sister Sunny. Since Buck met Sunny he's been doing everything he can to stop his
bad boy image and show her he can be in a relationship, but he keeps putting himself in bad
situations and ends up hurting Sunny. Like Violet in Pucked, Sunny has a hard time trusting
someone who is in the media with a different girl on his side every day, but she cares for Buck
and wants to give him the benefit of the doubt.This book was beautifully written and I fell in love
with Buck (real name Miller) while reading it. He's not perfect, and he comes off as a real person.
He makes some mistakes, and as the book goes on you see where he starts to realize how
things could be perceived by the woman he cares about and tries to reduce the pain, but it never
ends up working out for him. Unlike Alex and Violet, Buck and Sunny do communicate, she tells
him how she's feeling and he works on trying to fix things, but the insecurity is there and at times
I wanted to strangle Sunny for not believing in Buck and listening to other people.Not only do we
get an amazing story in Pucked Up, but there are so many hilarious moments in this book that
had me laughing out loud throughout the entire story. Violet and Buck's banter back and forth is
always hilarious, even when they are having a serious moment, and some of his conversations
with Randy. The situations he gets himself in are also quite hilarious.. the spider bite?!Seeing
how much Buck has changed since we first met him to who he is at the end of this book was
awesome. His character has grown so much. He went from being the party guy with a different
puck bunny every night, to caring for others and doing things that show in in a positive light to
everyone. The relationship with Sunny really helped Buck see who he was and who he wants to
be, and I love the Buck we end up with in this book!Since Pucked Up is told solely in Buck's
point of view we never really get to see what's going on in Sunny's head, which makes it a lot
more interesting. We are left to guess along with Buck on her intentions and motivations for
doing things, and I really enjoyed this about the book. I think getting Sunny's point of view in this
book would have ruined a lot of the story and I wouldn't have fell for Buck as hard as I did!Where
Pucked was all about the sexiness, Pucked Up was the perfect blend of sexiness and an



awesome story to go with it. I really enjoyed getting to see what was going on with Alex and Vi
and getting to know Randy as well in this book. I have fallen in love with these characters and
can't wait for the third book to release so we can get Randy Ball's (LOL) story!”

LouB, “Miller (Buck) and his Sunny Sunshine  . This book is told entirely from the male pov. We
met Miller (who was referred to as Buck) in the first Pucked novel. He is Violet's step-brother. He
is painted in a bad light in Pucked by Violet who calls him a man-whore (which he is) and she
calls him a Yeti. She has a total obsession with his body hair!At the start of this book we find
Miller trying really hard to date Sunny but constantly getting in difficult situation with the 'hooker
bunnies' (as Sunny calls them) taking selfies in not much clothes. He is constantly having to
apologise, explain and make up with Sunny. He doesn't want to upset anyone and just can't
seem to say no to the girls who want a piece of him. He should definitely avoid Lance's house
which sounds disgusting- filled with desperate women and ridiculous big-headed man
whores.Anyway, as we get to know Miller he turns out to be surprisingly sweet and caring and he
really loves Sunny. It takes a while for the trust to grow and for their issues to get sorted.This
book accurately describes how dyslexia can have such an impact on day to day life in terms if
organisation difficulties and how assistive technology (speech to text and text to voice on
phones) can help but also is something that people might not feel comfortable using in public.”

L beaver, “Good, funny read.. Miller is a ladies man, easy on the eye and he takes full advantage
of what the puck bunnies have to offer until he decides he wants a proper girlfriend. That's okay
except the lady that sends him in a spin is Sunny his team mates sister. Sunny likes him and
Miller has to go really slow to get her attention. His friends dont make it easy for him as he is daft
enough to still go to parties where the girls are wearing very little and Sunny sees these pictures.
She is his first girlfriend and he really wants things to work out. There are some really funny parts
and there are parts were you get to see how his world is affected by his dyslexia. He has a hard
time with reading things and gets numbers mixed up. Good story”

Jo ReadsRomance, “A series that can cheer me up on the gloomiest of days. I loved Buck and
Sunny!. When I read "Pucked" and first discovered that Buck and Sunny were an item, I didn't
really take their relationship seriously. The pair appeared to be so completely different that I
doubted things would workout between them. How wrong was I? Buck and Sunny made an
adorable couple and I loved every minute of their story.Buck was very much like his step-sister,
extremely funny and entertaining. He made me smile from the word go. Throughout the course
of his romance with Sunny, Buck found himself in all sorts of embarrassing situations that made
me chuckle. At times I really did feel sorry for him as he tried so desperately to create a good
impression only to have whatever he was doing backfire in his face. He just could not seem to do
anything right. I was really surprised and impressed by how much Buck was prepared to change
for Sunny. He was not nearly as bad as Violet had always made him out to be.Sunny was a



sweet character who blossomed with Buck by her side. Yes, there were a hell of a lot of
differences between them but they worked so well together. The only gripe I had with Sunny was
how quickly she judged Bucks actions without listening to what he had to say. I felt that she was
a little too harsh on poor Buck, but I did understand why she found it so difficult to trust him
because of his previous history with the ladies. I just wanted her to trust Buck a little more and
ignore the media a little less.Buck and Sunny's relationship was a big learning curve for each of
them as there were a few issues they had to deal with. However when things were going well
between them, they made a really cute couple. I loved how happy they made each other and
their happiness transferred from the page to me. I pretty much spent the majority of the story
with a smile on my face. I also loved the scenes between Buck and Violet. I loved how close they
were, it was obvious how important they were to each other. Their scenes together were always
so funny and light-hearted.This author possesses a fantastic talent of being able to write brilliant
romantic comedies that I could quite happily read again and again. So far this series has been a
joy to read and I am already excited for book three. If you are looking for a series that will cheer
you up on the most gloomiest of days, I highly recommend adding this to your kindle. I am sure
that you won't regret it.”

KM Lowe, “Good!. Book 2 of the series. Miller and Sunny are a match made in heaven once you
take away the tricky situations Miller finds himself in. I'm a mother with a child with ADHD and
ASD and I could see my son in Miller many times. It was a pleasant story. I liked both characters,
the setting, and their back story. The only negative I can think of is the quick ending. I was just
getting into the story and it ended.However, if you like sports romance then this is one for you.
You don't need to read book 1 to read this book, although the characters from book 1 are
mentioned throughout.”

The book by Helena Hunting has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 2,724 people have provided feedback.
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